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HP OpenView Network Management
HP OpenView is HP's first sel of integrated hardware and
software products designed to address the needs of
managing open, standards-based, multivendor networks
in a consisfenf, userJriendly manner.

by Anthony S. Ridolfo

ETWORK OPERATORS RUNNING a large com-
puter center are often confronted with questions
Iike the following:

Why can't I connect to the system?
How come response is so slow?
What's wrong with the electronic mail system?
What computers can I connect to from my terminal?
Network managers are also confronted with questions

dealing with network planning, inventory control, and ac-
counting. Some typical network management questions in-
clude:

What is the overall load on the network?
Which systems are bottlenecks in my network?
How can I plan for new components in my network?
What equipment do I really have, and where?
As departments, sites, and whole companies (referred to

as "enterprises") integrate and interconnect their data pro-
cessing tasks, the job of managing these complex networks
of computer and data communications equipment becomes
increasingly more important to a company's bottom line.
Monitoring the health of a network, diagnosing problems
as quickly as possible, controlling the individual compo-
nents, adjusting network-wide parameters and configura-
tions, accounting for use of network resources, and plan-
ning for future expansion are the objectives of network
management applications.

These tasks would be relat ively simple i f  al l  the compo-
nents in a network came from the same vendor. However,
it is indeed rare that all links in a network such as modems,
modem cables, multiplexers, pads, LAN connectors, LAN
cards, LAN cable types, hubs, bridges, servers, gateways,
and PBXs come from the same vendor. There are also dif-
ferent personal computers, workstations, minicomputers,
and mainframes. And there are different wide area point-to-
point networks, publ ic and private X.25 packet switching
networks, and a company's enterprise-wide networks that
may even link to their suppliers' and distributors' net-
works.

The computer industry and international organizations
such as ISO (International Organization for Standardiza-
t ion) recognize the need to standardize communication and
network management protocols. It is HP's stated objective
to be the leader in open, standards-based, multivendor net-
working. This includes the capability to manage and be
managed by standards-compliant applications running on
equipment supplied by any vendor.

However, having applications that can access and control
a network is not enough to address the needs of network

managers and network operators. Each type of equipment
to be managed has its own particular command interface
and management capabilities. Therefore, a unifying, con-
sistent, user-friendly interface is needed for these applica-
t ions.

HP OpenView
The HP OpenView network management family is de-

signed to address these needs of managing open, standards-
based, multivendor networks in an open, consistent, user-
friendly manner. The HP OpenView products provide a
consistent user interface and an integrated environment
for monitoring, diagnosing, controlling, and measuring the
performance of network components. From a single dis-
play, a network operator can see a graphical representation
of the network components and their interrelationships,
make configuration changes, and run diagnostic and perfor-
mance gathering applications.

The design philosophy for the HP OpenView products
is to create for the end user an easy to learn, easy to re-
member paradigm for accessing sophisticated network
management applications. HP OpenView Windows, which
is the HP OpenView product that provides the user inter-
face, runs on an HP Vectra ES/12 personal computer as a
MicroSofto Windows application. Each of the HP Open-
View products, in turn, runs under HP OpenView Win-
dows. The user first runs the HP OpenView Windows draw
(OVDraw) program that allows the user to draw a map of
the network, with specific icons representing network de-
vices, such as an HP 3000 business computer or a bridge
(see Fig 1). The user then saves this map, and runs the HP
OpenView Windows run-time program (OVnun). The map
becomes a dynamic, graphical shel l  for accessing the appli-
cations running under HP OpenView Windows. In addi-
tion, if there exists an application reporting the state of a
device to the HP OpenView system, the current operational
health of the device is indicated by the color of the specific
icon (e.g., red for cr i t ical,  yel low for warning, and green
for OKl.

Suppose the network operator wishes to set some param-
eters on a specif ic bridge on the network. The operator
would cl ick the mouse on the symbol representing the
specific bridge and select the menu item Set Parameters
This selection causes HP OpenView Windows to pass pro-
gram control to the HP OpenView BridgeManager software,
which puts up a dialog box for this function. Suppose now
the operator needs to set parameters on a specif ic HP 300O

N/icrosott is a U S registered trademark of i,4icrosoft Corp
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datacom and terminal controller (DTC). Again, the operator
selects the specific icon and then the Set paramerers .. menu
item. Program control now passes to the HP OpenView
DTC manager, which puts up the relevant dialog box for
this function. At no time does the operator need to know
which product to invoke, or how to invoke it. HP OpenView
Windows and the graphical shell perform this function by
controlling what menu items are enabled for which devices
or icons. The user is relieved of the need to know what
actions are legal or illegal for a particular type of device.
The article on page 60 describes HP OpenView Windows
in more detai l .

This type of intel l igent user interface is important in
network management because network operators usually
do tests as a response to an alert of some kind, such as an
icon changing color on the display. They do not perform
testing and diagnostic functions al l  the t ime, or even on
the same equipment. It is therefore important to maximize
the famil iar i ty of the user interface as well  as to minimize
the number of ways the user invokes functions to do similar
tasks. HP OpenView Windows and i ts support ing applica-
t ions help with this task by providing a context sensit ive,
interactive system for guidance.

Network Management Applications
The HP OpenView articles in this issue describe the de-

velopment efforts and the underlying architecture of the
initial set of network management products in the HP
OpenView family. These products include:
I HP OpenView Windows. This product provides the user

interface to network management applications and a set
of utilities that enable developers to create network man-
agement applications to run in the HP OpenView Win-
dows environment. HP OpenView Windows is divided
into two main parts: the end user run-time product and
the HP OpenView Windows developer's ki t .  The end

user run-time product includes the hardware and soft-
ware required to use HP OpenView Windows. The de-
veloper's kit includes the end user run-time product and
the necessary libraries, include files, sample source code,
and documentation to facilitate the developer's task of
creating a Microsoft Windows application that can be
integrated into the HP OpenView end user run-time
product. The HP OpenView developer's ki t  includes a
style guide for helping developers ensure that the de-
tailed look and feel of their dialog boxes are consistent
with other, independently developed applications.

r HP OpenView Windows BridgeManager. This product
provides central ized monitoring and control of Hp
286488 1O-Mbit/s LAN Bridges and Hp 286478 StarLAN
Bridges (revision B bridges only). Using the network map
feature of HP OpenView Windows, bridges can be easily
labeled and identi f ied. Menus al low quick access to a
variety of bridge management features, including config-
uration, monitoring, control, performance management,
and problem identi f icat ion. The HP OpenView Bridge-
Manager is described on page 66.

I HP OpenView Data Line Monitor. This product provides
the ability to monitor 4-wire leased point-to-point analog
data l ines using an HP 494SA In-Service Transmission
Impairment Measuring Set controlled from the HP Open-
View workstation. It is a network monitoring system that
can measure performance and aid fault isolation during
troubleshooting while the network is being used. The
HP OpenView Data Line Monitor is described on page 71.

I HP OpenView DTC Manager. This product provides cen-
tralized and integrated network managcment for both
terminal connectivity and X.25 networking. It config-
ures, monitors, diagnoses, controls, and downloads soft-
ware to DTCs (datacom and terminal controllers). From
a single HP Vectra running HP OpenView Windows and
the DTC Manager, an operator can manage local and

Fig. 1. An HP OpenView Windows
map showing the network config-
uration for a computer center
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remote terminal connections and remote system-to-sys-
tem communications across multiple DTCs on a LAN.
The HP OpenView DTC Manager is described on page 76.

I HP OpenView NS Monitor. This is an internal HP tool
developed to test and refine the HP OpenView architec-
ture and the facilities provided by the HP OpenView
Windows software. It is not available as a product. It
provides network management services in the form of
centralized or distributed network status, diagnostic, and
performance monitoring for HP 3000 computers running
the MPE V operating system. The user interface software
runs on an HP Vectra personal computer under HP Open-
View Windows, and the programs that perform the diag-
nostic and performance monitoring run on an HP 3000
computer that is designated as the management node.
The systems being managed are called managed nodes.
The user interface software on the Vectra and the pro-
grams on the management node communicate with each
other via HP OfficeShare on the Vectra and NetIPC on
the HP 3000. These products are described on page 85.

Conclusion
A direct result of the HP OpenView design philosophy

is that application developers have to learn to split the
functionality of their products between the network man-
agement functions and the user interface code. This is in
alignment with HP's NewWave philosophy and the vision
of truly distributed applications. Although network man-
agernent products address a very specific end user, the

architecture and implementations used to develop the
products mentioned above represent the future of computer
applications. The article on page 54 describes the HP Open-
View network management architecture that provides the
models to guide the planning, analysis, and design of net-
work management products developed to run in the HP
OpenView Windows environment.
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HP OpenView Network Management
Architecture
This article highlights the principal obiectives of the
architecture and the reference models used to support
the HP OpenView product development.

by Keith S. Klemba, Mark L. Hoerth, Hui-Lin Lim, and Maureen C. Mellon

HE USE OF INFORMATION NETWORKS in com-
mercial, government, and academic organizations
has exploded in the 1980s. With wide and local area

networks, computing power has migrated from a centralized

to a distributed environment. This has reduced costs, en-

hanced competitiveness, and renewed organizational

creativity. The explosion in the number of networks and

network devices from a variety of vendors has caused a

dramatic increase in network complexity and an acute need

to manage these distributed resources more effectively.

The need for network management is apparent today

throughout any organization deploying networks. The en-

terprise network in use by many organizations includes
both local and wide area networking technologies and an
assortment of network devices from different vendors, and
is managed by a team of professionals in different geo-

graphic areas. Fig. 1 shows the domain of a typical enter-
prise network.

Companies are now using information management to
gain a competitive advantage by delivering goods and ser-
vices faster and rnore efficiently. While the benefits of net-
work management are most apparent during a crisis, they

are no less important in day-to-day network operation to
control network faults, configurations, performance, or se-
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Fig. 1. Typical enterpilse network includes both local and wide area netorking technologies
and an assortment of network devlces from different vendors
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curity. An integrated network management system can save
time and money by reducing downtime and performance
problems.

Problems of Stand-Alone Element Management
During the last decade, most of the computer and net-

working industry focused on the rapid evolution of network
technology to the neglect of networkmanagementproducts.
As the need for network management became apparent,
the first products made available were stand-alone element
managers. These products manage a particular set of net-
work elements, such as bridges, modems, or routers. As
more devices are included in the network, the network
manager must add more stand-alone element managers.
With no correlation, aggregation, or prioritization of infor-
mation across applications or consoles, it quickly becomes
impossible for the network manager to use this large
number of element managers effectively. Typically, each
element manager uses a different user interface and style
of operation, so that different training and expertise are
required for each system.

In contrast, an integrated network management system
like HP OpenView combines and consolidates the manage-
ment of network elements from various vendors. It allows
the customer to monitor, control, automate, and repair net-
work segments and equipment from a single console and
user interface.

Dimensions of Integrated Network Management
The problem of managing the enterprise network can be

divided into three components: the users of network man-
agement, the objects to be managed, and the functional
needs of network administrators. Each component influ-
ences network management architecture by imposing re-
quirements for effective management.
Users. There are several users of network management.
The corporate network manager works at the executive
level and is concerned about network costs, uptime, and
strategic planning. The main objectives are to control the
network asset and obtain consistent, maximal performance.
Telecommunications and MIS directors implement and op-
erate large portions of corporate wide area networks. These
managers are concerned about network growth, uptime,
and planning. At the local area network level, data com-
munications specialists, system operators, and site tele-
communications managers oversee work-group networks
in environments ranging from engineering research and
development to manufacturing plants to business offices.
Users of local area networks rely on their managers to main-
tain the connection into the local EDP environment, pro-
vide assistance with personal computer software manage-
ment, and keep the network operating during critical
periods.
Resources to Be Managed. These fall into four categories
or layers, as shown in Fig. 2. The transmission layer, which
corresponds to the first layer in the ISO OSI model, includes
the physical media, such as T1 multiplexers, modems,
broadband cable, fiber optic cable, and the like. The data
network layer, which includes transports and services,
covers LANs, X.25 and SNA networks, and OSI services.
A growing number of customers are adding voice elements

to this category. The computation network layer includes
networked systems and networked data bases. The net-
worked applications layer consists of distributed applica-
tions in areas such as X.400 electronic mail, electronic data
interchange, and office automation.
Functional Requirements. HP defines several specific func-
tional areas for network and system management. Fault
management provides the ability to identify, diagnose, and
resolve network problems quickly. It also includes status
monitoring, alarms and alerts, and predictive expert system
tools. Configuration management delivers the ability to
track network and device configurations from a central
control point. Performance management provides the abil-
ity to optimize network performance through the collection
and analysis of device performance data. Accounting pro-
vides the network manager with network use information.
Security protects the network and its components from
unauthorized intrusion or surveillance. Inventory manage-
ment addresses the need to track, monitor, and maintain
assets over a wide geographic area.

The foundation for integrated network management is
vendor support and service. Faced with budget constraints
and a shortage of skilled staff, network managers need plan-
ning, implementation, and operation support. Consulting,
training and support services can speed the implementa-
tion of integrated network management and ensure its effec-
t ive use.

A Standards-Based Architecture
The HP OpenView network management architecture

(NMA) is rooted in international and de facto industry
standards.r'2'3 HP OpenView NMA is based on the Open
Systems Interconnection [OS! management framework
and models developed by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO). Standards provide HP Open-
View NMA with a solid foundation for providing in-
teroperability in heterogenous, multivendor enterprise net-
works by defining network management protocols and
mechanisms for sharing management information. As a re-
sult, products based on HP OpenView NMA can be used
to manage any type of network that conforms to the OSI
standards. HP OpenView NMA derives three essential ele-
ments from the OSI standards on which it is based: a net-
work management hamework, a well-defined mechanism
for describing managed objects, and a set of services and
protocols for communication.

Fag. 2. Networkresources to be managed f all into four layers
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OSI System Management Model
In 1988, the ISO specified the OSI System Management

Model as a basic framework for network management. In

the OSI model, a monoger process is responsible for realiz-

ing the specific management functions requested by the

user through interactions with ogent processes. The agent

processes represent the management services offered by

monoged objects.a Possible management services include:

r Operations such as reading a counter
r Actions such as resetting a network device
r Notifications (known as events) such as an indication

that a threshold has been exceeded.

Fig. 3 illustrates the OSI System Management Model.

The manager process and the agent process use a Common

Management Information Protocol (CMIP) to exchange

management information.s The interface labeled A is the

only open integration point in the OSI System Management

Model. The management services offered by managed ob-

lects at this interface are defined through the use of a stan-

dard specification scheme known as the OSI Structure of

Management Information.6 The interface labeled B is an

unspecified integration point that can be implemented

using industry-standard or proprietary protocols.

OSI Object Model
The Structure of Management Information is a set of rules

or guidelines for defining closses of managed objects. The

rules are used when defining each class of managed object

to ensure specification uniformity Classes of managed ob-

iects can be defined for any manageable network resource.

For example, there can be a managed object class that de-

scribes LAN bridges, another that describes computer sys-

tems, and a third that describes network equipment in gen-

eral.
Object classes are defined by specifying their attributes,

operations, actions, and events. Once an object is defined,

it is placed within a registration hierarchy and a unique

class identifier is assigned by the registration authority.

For example, a managed object describing a piece of net-

work equipment might have:
r Attributes detailing its physical location, state, and per-

centage of utilization
r Actions to request its activation or deactivation
r Everrts such as alarm and change reporting.

The use of an object model is important because it brings

with it the concept of inheritance. In the context of network

management, inheritance allows refinement of existing

classes while ensuring compatibility with existing soft-

ware. The inheritance relationship that exists between ob-

iect classes is important because it allows existing manage-

ment applications to work with the new object class, and

it provides a mechanism for software reuse.

The set of managed objects within a system constitutes

that system's Management Information Base.2 Instances of

managed objects exist within a containment hierarchy re-

ferred to as a contoinment tree. For example, a real open

system (computer) would contain numerous managed ob-
jects such as a routing table, which would contain entries,

or an n-layer protocol, which would contain n-layer con-

nections. Some of the benefits associated with the contain-

ment relationship are:

56 nrwlerr,pncxARD JoURNAL APRIL 1990

r If a managed object is deleted, all managed objects con-
tained within it are also deleted.

r Management requests can be directed to a group of ob-
jects related by containment using scoping.

Beyond the OSI Standards
HP OpenView NMA specifies a complete environment

of services and facilities available to management applica-
tions distributed throughout the network. This vision of
HP OpenView NMA requires the addition of architectural
components beyond those described in the OSI System
Management Model.

The HP OpenView NMA reference model, illustrated in
Fig. 4, has nine components. It refines the OSI model with
three major extensions, which are essential to the manage-
ment of complex, multivendor enterprise networks. First,
HP OpenView NMA creates a distributed network manage-
ment communication infrastructure consisting of three
components known as supervisor (S), postmoster (P), and
communicotion profiles (C). Second, HP OpenView NMA
adds an additional point of integration by dividing the
manager process into a monogement opplicotion (A) and
a user interfoce (U). Third, HP OpenView NMA extends
the object-oriented paradigm in two ways. The need for
managed object persistence is addressed with the specifica-
tion of managed object dato stores (D). The scheme used
to define managed objects (O) is also used to specify key
application functionality in the manager process as a man-
aged ^bject, making the management services (M) it pro-
vides available for reuse. This provides another open point
of integration. Finally, environmentol services [E) are the
services provided by the native operating system and these
can be used by any of the other components.

HP OpenView Object Model
Object-oriented concepts and technology

are fundamental to HP OpenView NMA. The
architecture reduces the multidimensional
problem i l lustrated in Fig. 1to a single dimen-
sion by using a common object model for de-

scribing all resources to be managed. HP OpenView NMA

uses the concepts defined by the OSI standard for describ-
ing managed objects. HP OpenView NMA supports the

structures of management information used by the OSI
model and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). HP
OpenView NMA also provides support for managed objects
defined in the ISO and IETF management information bases

and is expandable to include objects defined by developers
for special purposes.

A.A
CMIP = Common Management lntormation Protocol

Fig.3. OS/ System Management Model



Managed objects are an abstraction of the real resources

being managed. The management services (M) offered by

a managed object consist of the software (programs) neces-

sary to provide the services defined in the managed obiect

specification. This software may contain several parts, such

as the infrastructure interface, an object manager, and en-

vironmental services (E) necessary for communication with

the real resource.
HP OpenView NMA extends the OSI object model by

describing managed object data stores. These are identical

to managed objects except that they are persistent. In the

OSI model, managed objects are volatile. The managed ob-
ject data stores model a mechanism for maintaining infor-

mation about managed obiects even when networks or sys-

tems are powered down.

Distributed Communications Inlrastructure
Network management is a distributed activ-

ity in that the user interfaces, management

applications, and management services can

be located in different systems throughout a

network. The HP OpenView NMA communi-

cations infrastructure (Fig. 5) provides the facilities for es-

tablishing and maintaining communication between these

components. The communications infrastructure consists

of the postmaster (P), the supervisor (S), and communica-
tions profiles (C). These components draw heavily upon

the environmental services (E) to carry out their functions.

The postmaster [P) provides basic message routing ser-

vices between the network management components listed
above. It operates as a table-based object-oriented message

router. The routing table shown in Fig. 5 is the focal point

of the postmaster's functionality and is itself a managed

object. Given a message (perhaps from an application) ad-

dressed to a specific managed object, the postmaster looks
up the managed object name in the routing table to find

the information necessary to deliver the message to the

managed object. The fields in the postmaster's routing table
provide the managed object name, the communication pro-

file number, and profile-specific data.

The information required to perform the name-to-address
translation can be obtained from a directory service. The
postmaster can make use of the directory service through

the supervisor, which has the responsibility for creating

and maintaining the routing table. However, the postmaster
must be able to operate independently in case these sup-
porting services fail. The routing table can be considered
a cache of information derived from directory services and
other sources.

The supervisor (S) administers the existence of and ac-

cess to all the components associated with the communica-
tions infrastructure. It has the authority and the ability to

initiate, cancel, lock and unlock, and control access to man-

agement services within its supervisory domain.
The HP OpenView NMA process of exchanging manage-

ment information is adopted from the OSI framework. An
application layer network management protocol supports
transaction-oriented exchanges between the distributed
processes. HP OpenView NMA supports formal and de facto
industry-standard protocols with a common network man-
agement communications application program interface

based on the OSI Common Management Information Ser-
vices (CMIS).t In an OSI environment, CMIP fas shown in
Fig. 5) would be the network management protocol of
choice. In an Internet TCP/IP environment, the most widely
used protocols are the Simple Network Management Pro-
tocol (SNMP, specified in RFC 1098) and CMIP over TCP/P
(CMOT, specified in RFC 1095). HP OpenView NMA sup-
ports not only these network management protocols but
also the addition of proprietary protocols under the com-
mon application program interface for complete integration
in a multivendor, heterogenous network. Each protocol
stack is modeled as a communications profile managed
object; this allows extensibility of the communications in-
frastructure illustrated in Fig. 5.

The environmental services (E) represent the facilities
provided by the environment in which the network man-
agement solution must operate (e.g., HP-UX, MPE, MS-
DOS). The capabilities provided by these environments
can be used by any of the components of HP OpenView
NMA. In this context, these services could include the file
system, the X.500 naming system, or proprietary network
management protocols. It is also possible that some of these
services could become part of a managed object. For exam-
ple, a managed object that is responsible for report gener-
ation and delivery service would collate the information
to be presented in the report, create a file, and deliver it
to any requesting application using a file transfer environ-
mental service such as FTAM fFile, Transfer, Access, and
Management).

Fig.4. Components of the HP Openview network manage-
ment architecture reference model

System
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Multiple User Interfaces
HP OpenView NMA specifies the user inter-

face as a separate component of the network
management solution. This addresses the
need to allow users to access network manage-
ment solutions from a varietv of devices.

which may include dumb terminals, workstations with
graphic displays, voice, or any appropriate devices. It also
addresses the need to be able to build solutions that meet
individual users' requirements so that only relevant infor-
mation is provided.

The separation of the user interface from the management
application provides an additional point of integration so
that several management applications can drive a single
display or several displays can be driven by a single man-
agement application. User interfaces can be distributed
throughout the network using environmental services (E)
to access remote management applications (A).

Extension of the Object-Oriented Paradigm
HP OpenView NMA extends the power of

the object-oriented paradigm as specified in
the OSI model by treating portions of applica-
tion functionality as managed objects. These
managed objects are defined using the same

object specification techniques described previously. The
result of this approach is that value-added application func-
tionality that was previously only available within a given
application now becomes available as a source of informa-
tion or services to other management applications. This
encourages the full integration of products into a hierarchy
of management solutions while reducing duplication of
functionality and many concerns about consistency. Thus,
what was previously a monolithic application is decom-
posed into a much reduced management application with
an accompanying managed object that offers management
services identical to the value-added functionality that was
previously locked within the application.

The additional point of integration provided by HP Open-
View NMA between management applications and these

managed objects also opens functionality for wider use by
more applications. Consequently, HP OpenView NMA
facilitates the development of applications upon a base of
existing managed objects. For example, a traditional fault
application would include event processing capabilities.
When a configuration application is to be installed in the
same system, it would not normally have access to event
processing in the fault application, and would have to du-
plicate that functionality. HP OpenView NMA encourages
the specification of event managers as managed objects,
thereby making event management services available to
other management appl icat ions.

These managed objects can provide services not only to
management applications but also to other managed ob-
jects. HP OpenView NMA describes a scheme in which
the most significant value-added portions of a network
management solution are described as managed objects, so
they can be linked into management chains, providing com-
prehensive services to management applications.

Conclusion
It is important to stress that HP OpenView NMA is in-

tended as a reference model for developers of network man-
agement products. It is not intended to mandate the im-
plementation of all the components described above.
Neither are the components intended to define program or
process boundaries. Products implementing HP OpenView
NMA may range in complexity from bridges to complete
systems. Bridges, for example, may only implement the
management services defined for the bridge managed object
class along with a specific protocol stack. The remaining
components could be distributed on other systems as
needed.

Initial HP OpenView products implement portions of HP
OpenView NMA. For example, HP OpenView Windows
(see article, page 60) provides a rich environment for de-
veloping graphic user interfaces customized for network
management. Newer HP OpenView products will imple-
ment more features of the architecture.

In summary, HP OpenView NMA uses the OSI standards

Communicat ion Prof  i les
Profile Number

Fig. 5. Distributed communications inftastructure of the HP OpenView network management
architecture
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to manage multivendor environments. It refines the stan-
dards to introduce additional points where integration of
products can take place and by doing so reduces duplica-
tion of product functionality. It also allows for customiza-
tion to support specific network management activities by
building on an existing base of managed objects.
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HP OpenView Windows: A User Interface
for Network Management Solutions
HP Openview Windows provides a consistenf graphics-
based user interface for users of network management
applications, and a sef of utilities that enable developers
to create network management applications for the HP
OpenV iew W indows envi ronment.

by Catherine J. Smith, Arthur J. Kulakow, and Kathleen L. Gannon

P OPENVIEW WINDOWS is a graphical user inter-
face based on the Microsoft Windows environment
that provides facilities for handling the user inter-

face for network management applications. For application
developers, HP OpenView Windows provides programs to
carry out tasks such as drawing a network map or handling
alarms. From the end user's perspective. HP OpenView
Windows combines the functionality of many of the user's
network management applications under one easy-to-use
interface, simplifying the learning curve.

This article describes the features provided by HP Open-
View Windows to developers and users. Some of the other
HP OpenView articles in this issue describe the details of
interfacing to HP OpenView Windows.

Overview
HP OpenView Windows consists of three programs; OV-

Draw, OVRun, and OVAdmin. These three programs provide

the fol lowing functional i ty:
I OVDraw. This program allows users to create maps made

up of one or more pictures that represent a data network.
I OVRun. This program provides the facilities that allow

users to monitor, diagnose, and control their networks.
OVRun uses the maps created with OVDraw.

I OVAdmin. This program is used to set operating charac-
teristics for HP OpenView Windows and HP OpenView
applications. These include functions such as assigning
passwords and setting up network management param-
eters.
The graphical user interface consists of maps, pictures,

and symbols used to represent a network. A map depicts
the whole network and is made up of pictures, each of
which shows a portion of the network. For example, a map
may represent a network for a group of buildings, while
each picture ol the map shows the network for one of the
buildings. Pictures are composed of symbols that portray

F i l e  P i6 tu re  Ed i t  oD t i ons  He IE

Line Type 2

Line Type 3

Line Type 4

Line Type 5

Line lype 6

Fig. 1. Some of the symbols used
by HP OpenView Windows to rep-
resent network components that
are managed by network manage-
ment applications
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network components, such as computers, modems, bridges,
X.25 switches, lines, or a portion of a network (subnet).
The symbols provided by HP OpenView Windows are
shown in Fig. 1. Subnet symbols are special symbols that
are used to signify what is contained in another picture of
the network and to help the user navigate around the net-
work. As will be shown later, subnet symbols can be used
to represent the network configurations in different loca-
tions (e.g., different buildings).

Symbols also provide configuration and status informa-
tion. Network topology information is provided by the way
in which symbols depict connections between components
in a network. Status information is provided by the colors
of the symbols, which represent the condition or state of
each device. Network status is discussed later in the article.

The user gives instructions to HP OpenView Windows
and HP OpenView applications via a combination of sym-
bols, menus, and dialog boxes. Symbols represent the net-
work components described above, and they are used to
select the network component the user wishes to work on.
Menus and menu items represent the operations the user
can select to perform network management functions.
Menus and menu items may be standard HP OpenView
menus or menus added by an application. Dialog boxes
allow the user to give instructions to an application. The
overall structure and capabilities of dialog boxes are pro-
vided by Microsoft Windows. The content of a particular
dialog box is provided by the application.

HP OpenView Windows provides a large part of the user
interface for applications, but applications must provide
part of the user interface. Applications can add to the HP
OpenView Windows user interface by creating new menus
and adding new menu items, and by adding dialog boxes.
The articles on pages 66,77, and BS describe adding menus
and dialog boxes to HP OpenView Windows.

The HP OpenView Windows product is divided into two
categories: end user products and application developer
products. The end user products contain the hardware and/
or software components required to use HP OpenView Win-
dows. The software component includes the three pro-
grams OVRun, OVAdmin, OVDraw, and one or more HP Open-
View applications. The recommended hardware configura-
tion consists of the HP Vectra model ES/12 personal com-
puter with a 40-megabyte hard disk and a 2M-byte ex-
panded memory board. For developers the key product is
the HP OpenView Windows Developer's Kit, which con-
tains the HP OpenView Windows end user software and
the pieces needed to develop HP OpenVierv Windows ap-
pl icat ions.

Application Instal lat ion
When the HP OpenView Windows software is installed

on the Vectra, it creates two sections in the Microsoft Win-
dows WlN.lNl file. The two sections are called OoenView and
OpenViewApps. The OpenView section contains information
such as the default network map and the name of the file
used for logging. The OpenViewApps section contains entries
for HP OpenView applications, which are filled in when
applications are installed. An entry in the OpenViewApps
section is in the following format:

[OpenViewApps]
AppName : AppBun. Exe,AppDraw.Exe,AppAdmin. Exe

AppName is the application name, AppRun.Exe is an execut-
able file to be started when the end user runs OVRun,
AppDraw.Exe is an executable file that is started when OVDraw
is run, and AppAdmin.Exe is the executable file started when
OVAdmin is run. Applications don't need to have executables
for all three HP OpenView programs.

When an HP OpenView Windows application is in-
stalled, it is registered with HP OpenView Windows
through the entry in the WlN.lNt file. HP OpenView Win-
dows applications also register for graphic symbols and
menu items. Registration for symbols (or objects in Micro-
soft Windows terminology) and menus is accomplished by
calls to HP OpenView Windows intrinsics.

When one of the HP OpenView Windows programs
(OVRun, OVDraw, or OVAdmin) is started, HP OpenView Win-
dows checks the WlN.lNl file and invokes all the HP Open-
View applications installed there. When an application is
invoked, its WinMain loop is entered and the first HP Open-
View Windows intrinsic called is Ovtnit( ), which sets up
communications between the application and HP Open-
View Windows. The application then calls OVRegiste( ) to
inform HP OpenView Windows what object types (sym-
bols) the application manages, and OVMenuAdd( ) and OV-
MenuAddltem( ) to inform HP OpenView Windows which
menus and menu items are valid for the given object types.
The application informs HP OpenView Windows that the
initialization is done by calling OVlnitComptete( ).

Four main facilities are provided by HP OpenView Win-
dows: map handling, menu integration, status, and context
sensitive help.

Map Handling
When we started considering the requirements for a user

interface for network management applications, it was ob-
vious there was a need for a graphics-based user interface.
Typically the way network managers and operators use a
network management application is to draw a picture of
the network on paper, annotating the drawing with identifi-
cation and other information. The data from the drawing
is used to tell the network management application which
network components to manage.

HP OpenView Windows simplifies this task by supplying
the network map composed of graphics symbols that rep-
resent the network components. Associated with each sym-
bol is a network management application that is invoked
when the particular symbol and a menu item are selected.
Thus, the network manager no longer needs to run an ap-
plication and then identify the network component of in-
terest. Also, when a network manager is monitoring a net-
work and the state of some network component changes,
it is much faster for the network operator to identify the
node having problems by looking at a network topology
rather than having to look up a node name or address.

In Fig. 2 the user wants to identify a computer system
Delta (i.e., get details on the machine type, version number,
etc.), and so selects the computer symbol labeled Delta and
the ldentify menu item under the monitor menu. After the
user selects * the ldentity menu item, HP OpenView Windows
.Selection is accomplished by clicking the left mouse button on a symbol or menu item
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passes the information to the application registered for that
symbol type/menu item pair. The application then has con-
trol, and can use HP OpenView Windows routines to access
the device or stored data to accomplish the actions as-
sociated with ldenti fy. In the example in Fig. 2, the applica-
t ion registered for the Delta computer system is NS Monitor,
which is l isted at the top of the dialog box in Fig. 2b. I f
the user wanted to identify a bridge, a bridge symbol and
then the ldenti fy menu i tem would be selected. The art icle
on page 66 describes how the HP OpenView BridgeManager

implements the ldentify function.

The map can be organized in any way the customer wants
to view the network: physical, geographical or organiza-
tional. For example, suppose a company has four computer
systems-two in building 1 and two in building 2, and the
two sites are connected via a LAN bridge. The user can
draw a hierarchical map (Fig. 3) or a network model map
(Fig. a). These examples also demonstrate that the user is
not l imited to placing a symbol in only one picture. In Fig.
4 the subnet symbols BLDGIB and aLocza and the bridge
symbol BRIDGB show up in more than one display. BRIDGB
represents the same physical bridge each t ime i t  appears.

H
( a )

Fig. 2. (a) The user se/ecls fhe
computer symbol labeled Delta
and the tdenrity menu item (b) This
symbollmenu item combination
provides the user with some tden-
tificatrcn information abaut the
computer syslem Deltail

(b)
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The map functionality in HP OpenView Windows allows

the user to navigate through the map in many different

ways. The user can double click on a subnet symbol to

display the network that the subnet symbol represents, or

the user can navigate through the map by using the follow-

ing menu items contained in the map menu.
r Go To Top allows the user to view the top picture of any

network currently being viewed.
I Go To Previous allows the user to view the previous picture

displayed.
I Go To Picture allows the user to view a picture listed in a

dialog box. By clicking on one of the items in the box

and then clicking OK on one of the the pictures listed,

the selected i tem is displayed.
r Go To allows the user to find pictures containing the sym-

bol for a selected node or device. A dialog box wil l  be

displayed listing all the pictures containing the symbol

if the symbol is in more than one picture.

Based on feedback from developers, two features were

added to the map handling facility: treating lines as symbols

and allowing multiple applications to register for the same

symbol.

Lines, In the early versions of HP OpenView Windows,
many different line types were defined, but they couldn't
be managed like other network symbols. We discovered
that many network management applications wanted to be
able to manage lines. This was especially true of HP's tele-
communications divisions. Where the systems divisions
thought in terms of boxes, the telecommunications divi-
sions thought in terms of lines.

Since we wanted the user interface to be useful to all
network management applications, lines were made equal
with other network component symbols. Lines can change
color to reflect the status of the line. They can be named,
registered for, selected, and managed. Lines can also be
labeled and split into different internal types. For example,
obj-line can be split into line types obj-line1 , obl-line2, and
so on. This feature allows multiple applications that regis-
ter for lines to coexist together. Without this feature, two
applications that want to manage lines and use some of
the same menu items would not be able to run in the same
HP OpenView Windows together. The article on page 71
provides an example of the use of HP OpenView Windows
line types for network management.

H
iao lhni tot  0l tgnate cohtrol  f t tsurc f ,ero

H
Fig.3. Hierarchical network map Note that the subnet symbol ls used to depict the extstence

of network configurattons in different buildings
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Multiple Symbol Registration. Since more than one appli-

cation can run at a time, more than one application may

want to register for the same symbol. This is especial ly

true for applications that manage system symbols like HP

DeskManager, SNA, and TCP/P. Therefore, we al low mul-
t iple appl icat ions to register for (and to manage) the same
symbol with the l imitat ion that they cannot register for the
same menu items. This means that i f  appl icat ion A is regis-
tered for the menu i tem/symbol combination ldenti fy/DTC,
application B cannot cannot register for this same combina-
t ion, but i t  can register for another menu i tem/DTC combi-
nation. This l imitat ion ensures that HP OpenView Win-
dows knows to which application to send the selection
message. Al lowing mult iple appl icat ions to register for one
symbol also works well  for integrating foreign applications
that need very dif ferent functional i ty. For example, an ap-
pl icat ion that manages a computer system can run together
with a terminal emulator connected to that system. When
the user selects the computer system, the menu i tems for
both the system management appl icat ion and the terminal
emulator can be enabled.

Menu Integration
Customers buy network management solutions to gain

increased use of network resources and lower the cost of
maintaining networks. Lower maintenance costs come
through minimizing the t ime required to train operators
and managers. Making the user interface as easy to use as
possible is one way of lowering the training costs. Another
way of lowering training costs is through the use of a con-
sistent user interface across al l  network management appl i-
cations. This means that i f  a user is tracking down a network
problem, there is no need to switch back and forth between
different tools with dif ferent user interfaces to accomplish
the job. There are a wide variety of devices in a network
that need to be diagnosed or configured, and i f  a user has
to learn many dif ferent user interfaces for each device and
type of act ivi ty performed, training becomes a signif icant
cost to the customer.

To help ensure a consistent user interface, HP OpenView
Windows provides three types of menu i tems: standard HP
OpenView Windows menu i tems, appl icat ion dependent
menu i tems, and application-added menu i tems. Standard

r

E

nonitor Dlagnose Control  l le!sur€

Fig.4. Network model map ln this representatton the subnet symbol for the buildings ls shown
tn eacn ptcture
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HP OpenView Windows menu items appear regardless of

what applications are being used. The functionality of stan-

dard HP OpenView Windows menu items is always

supplied by HP OpenView Windows, not by the applica-

tion. The OVRun map menu items such as Go To Top and Go

To Previous are examples of standard menu items.

Application dependent menu items are displayed by HP

OpenView Windows but rely on applications to provide

functionality. They appear on the menu regardless of what

applications have been installed. The Indentify menu item

described earlier is an example of an application dependent

menu item. As shown in Fig. 2 the functionality for ldentify

in this example is provided by the application NS Monitor.

Application-added menu items are added by an application,

and appear only when that application has been installed.

Menu items may be object-specific or nonobject-specific.

Object-specific items remain disabled [greyed out) until

the user selects a symbol in the map. If there is an applica-

tion that provides the functionality for that type of symbol,

it is enabled. An example of an object-specific menu item

is the ldentify menu item, which is enabled only if an object

to be identified has been selected.
Nonobject-specific items are always enabled and can

only be handled by one application. An example of a

nonobject-specific menu item is the Show Alarms menu item.
It is always enabled since the alarm list doesn't refer to

any specific object.

Status
A graphical user interface allows the network operator

to gain a large amount of information about a network from

the components on the display. The use of color helps the

operator absorb this information quickly. Color represent-

ing the state of network elements is a key part of HP Open-
View Windows.

When HP OpenView Windows is initialized the status
of all of the devices is unknown. This state is represented

by the color blue. Once the applications start coming up

and informing HP OpenView Windows of the states of the

devices, the colors are changed to represent the true state

of the devices. Red is used for critical, yellow for warning,
green for OK/normal, and magenta for an informational
state. The informational state might be used to indicate

that the device is off-line or under test, or has messages

queued that don't represent a warning condition. If a device

changes to a critical or warning state, in addition to chang-
ing the color of the symbol, a warning message is displayed.

Since lines are treated the same as symbols, their colors
represent the same state information. The only difference
is that the initial color for lines is black.

Since HP OpenView Windows allows the user to have
many different pictures representing different parts of a
network, it is possible that the user may not be viewing
the picture that contains a device whose status has just

changed because the device may be at another level of the
network hierarchy or on another network One of the fea-
tures of the HP OpenView Windows map is status propa-
gation. This means if a symbol in a picture changes state
(color), all subnet symbols representing that picture will
have their color changed to represent the highest severity
contained in the picture. In the map examples shown in

Figs. 3 and 4, if coMPlA had a critical error, the symbol

COMP1A in the BLDG1A picture would be red. The subnet

symbol BLDGIA in picture ToPA would also turn red, indi-

cating to the user that at least one symbol in picture BLDG1A

had a critical severity. Because the user may have multiple

levels of subnets, status information must be propagated

up through multiple levels. If the user had drawn the net-

work in a network model map like the one in Fig. 4, this

would mean that every subnet would be red. If coMPlB
were critical (red), BLDGI B would be red because it contains

coMPl B, and gLocza would be red because it contains sub-

net symbol BLDGIB. In HP OpenView Windows, the user

can configure the map to propagate status up one level or

all levels.

Help Facility
The last area where HP OpenView Windows provides

integration of applications is in the area of context sensitive
help. The NewWave help facility' is used to allow applica-

tions to format and integrate help text. The user is able to

access the help facility by either pulling down the Help

menu or by clicking on the Help button within a dialog box.

The Help pull-down menu has menu items for HP OpenView
Windows and for each HP OpenView Windows application

installed. Selecting a menu item under the Help menu brings

up the index for HP OpenView Windows or the HP Open-
View Windows application. Clicking on the Help button

within a dialog box brings up the help screen for that dialog

box.

Conclusion
HP OpenView Windows is a tool for both network man-

agement application developers and end users. For de-

velopers, HP OpenView Windows simplifies the task of

developing a graphical user interface for network manage-

ment applications by providing functionality in the areas

of map handling, menu integration, status, and help. End

users also benefit from HP OpenView Windows, since the

resulting applications have a consistent user interface that

is easy to learn and use.
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HP OpenView BridgeManager: Network
Management for HP LAN Bridges
Srnce LAN bridges receive allthe data packetstransmitted
onthe LAN segmentsthey interconnect,they are an ideal
focal pointfor monitoring packet integrity and the number
of packets forwarded and filtered.

by Andrew S. Fraley and Tamra l. Perez

S LOCAL AREA NETWORKS (LANs) grow to the
limits of their physical and electrical specifications,
traffic levels can reach a point where throughput is

significantly impaired. A LAN bridge logically separates
segments of a very large LAN so that optimum throughput
is maintained. A bridge allows intersegment communica-
tion only as required. For example, if two nodes on the
same LAN segment are communicating, there is no need
for their packets to be forwarded to other LAN segments
(see Fig. 1). Thus, a bridge restricts traJfic to only the neces-
sary LAN segments.

To separate LAN segments logically, a bridge monitors
traffic on the network and builds an internal address table.
In essence, the bridge learns the MAC addresses and port
locations of nodes communicating on the LAN, and only
forwards traffic to other LAN segments if source and desti-
nation nodes are on different bridge ports.

Recently, an IEEE 802.1 committee defined a standard
spanning tree algorithml that allows redundant bridging
to increase LAN reliability (see Fig. 2). A spanning tree
algorithm is typically used to determine the shortest path
between any two LAN nodes. The spanning tree standard
adds the capability for two bridges to interconnect the same
LAN segments and protect LAN operation in the event of
a bridge failure. The spanning tree standard places one
bridge in active bridging mode for forwarding packets and
the other bridge in backup state for monitoring traffic and

Flg. 1. How a LAN bridge iso/ates
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maintaining its address table. It is important to note that
connecting two bridges that do not support the spanning
tree standard could result in an infinite cycle of packets
between redundant bridges. This would create an increase
in the traffic levels on adjacent LAN segments, bringing
down both segments.

Hewlett-Packard builds a number of two-port LAN
bridges. These bridges interconnect IEEE 802.3 10-MbiUs
networks, IEEE 802.3 1-MbiUs networks, and IEEE 802.5
token ring networks. The HP products and the networks
they support are given in Table L The 10-to-10 and 10-to-1
bridges that bridge IEEE 802.3 1O-MbiUs and l-Mbit/s net-
works support the spanning tree algorithm and network
management.

HPLAN
Bradge

HP 286478 Star-
LAN Bridge

HP 286488 LAN
Bridge

HP 28649A Token
RingBridge

Table I
HP LAN Bridges

Network Connection

802.3 10-Mbit/s to 802.3
1-Mbit/s

802.3 lo-Mbit/s to 802.3
10 MbiUs

802.3 10-Mbit/s to 802.5
+-MbiVs

Network
Management

Yes

Yes

No

Why Manage a Bridge?
There are two reasons to manage a bridge: to monitor

the network and to configure the bridge. Because bridges
receive all the data packets on the segments they connect,
they are an ideal focal point for monitoring packet integrity
and the number of packets forwarded and filtered. This

traftic. Flg. 2. Redundant bridge configuration



information can be used to tune the network and isolate
problems. For example, if a bridge port sees sustained traf-
fic levels over twenty-five percent, this indicates that the
segment may have too many nodes. Any subset in which
the nodes generate a lot of traffic communicating among
themselves should be broken into a separate segments and
isolated by a bridge. For another example, if a new node
was added yesterday, and today the bridge port to which
it is attached is reporting a high level of CRC errors, this
indicates a problem with the transmitter on the new node.

Bridge management can also be used to customize the
con{iguration of the bridge's operating parameters. For
example, if there is a set of nodes containing sensitive data
that should be accessed only by a handful of privileged
users, these sensitive nodes can be placed on a private
segment and isolated by a bridge. The bridge's address
table can be configured to forward only packets from the
sensitive nodes and from the handful of privileged nodes.
Consider a LAN that has grown so large that the worst-case
forwarding time between two bridges exceeds a second. In
this case, it might be necessary to adjust the spanning tree
algorithm time-outs upward for optimal spanning tree per-
formance.

HP OpenView BridgeManager
The HP OpenView BridgeManager is an HP Vectra com-

puter-based HP OpenView application that manages HP's
10-to-10 and 10-to-1 LAN bridges. The BridgeManager pro-
vides the ability to poll bridges, read parameters, set param-
eters, upload and download complete configurations, log
on and log off, log counters, and monitor alarms. The
BridgeManager also supports the HP NewWave help sys-
tem, which has been integrated into the HP OpenView
product.

The BridgeManager is divided into two parts: the user
interface and the network interface. The user interface inter-
acts with the HP OpenView system and Microsoft Win-
dows. The network interface manages the communication
with the LAN bridges.

User Interface
The BridgeManager user interface provides a graphical

interface based on a network map consistent with other
HP OpenView applications. About half of the BridgeMan-
ager user interface code provides links to Microsoft Win-
dows, HP OpenView Windows, and the BridgeManager
network interface (see Fig. 3). The other half of the user
interface code implements a table-driven formatter that for-
mats packets received from a bridge and parses user input
into packets sent to a bridge.

The parsing and formatting functions were implemented
in a central formatting mechanism for two main reasons:
to reduce code size and to ensure flexibility. In Microsoft
Windows, segments can be discarded or swapped from
system memory and new segments loaded from disk. When
Microsoft Windows runs low on system memory, this
swapping or discarding begins to occur and performance
degrades. Therefore, it is imperative to keep the size and
number of code segments small. The formatting mechanism
meets the code size goal by trading off code size for data
size. Instead of hard-coding formatting statements for each

Fig. 3. Layers of software involved in the HP OpenView
B r i d g e M an ager ap pl i cation.

packet type, the formatting directives are described in a
data table and a shared formatter interprets the table.

The network management protocol used by the
BridgeManager is loosely based on an HP proprietary net-
work management protocol that was targeted for use in
HP's network management products until standard net-
work protocols became available.

Throughout the project, the BridgeManager protocol
changed to add or delete functionality. The BridgeManager
user interface was designed to minimize the time required
to adapt to a changing protocol. The formatter achieves
this flexibility goal because if the packet format is changed,
no code is affected. Odly the table must be modified to
describe how to format and parse the modified packet.

The formatting table is an array of field descriptors. A
field descriptor contains information describing the field
type (word, string, MAC address, etc.), the default,
minimum, and maximum values for the field, the offset of
the field in the result string, a pointer to the location of
the field in the incoming packet buffer, and a flag that is
TRUE if the field is the last field in the string being created
(each string may have multiple fields). The following frag-
ment of a real formatting table describes the formatting of
the two lines:

lEEE802 Link Address
Product Number

080009-0033c4
HP286478

contained in the list box of the BridgeManager ldentity dialog
box shown in Fig. 4.
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slruct {

intfield_type;

NULL,
0,

/. Flag that determines how the
/'formatter handles the data
/- identitied bythe packet
/'location tield

char.min-max-default; /' Pointerto a string containing
/' information describing the
/' bounds of the data field

int field-offset; /'The character position otthe
/'formatted field in the outout
/ ' l ine

char *packeLlocation; /. A pointer to dala in an incoming

int last.tield;

/' oacket or an identifier
/* of a resource string
/'A Boolean variable that is true
/- if the current tield is the last
/'field in the output line

counters : {

FORM_RESSTRING, /'Stringfromstringtable -/

NULL, /* No min/max information 'l

0, /' Field at beginning of line '/

(char') STRING_IEEE_802_LINK_ADDBESS, flD ot ' I
/'stringtablestring "l

FALSE, /. Not the last string in line 'l

FORM-ADDRESS, /'MACaddress
NULL,
23,
(char')packet

/- No min/max inlormation 'l

/. Position 23 in line 'l

/- Data oosition '/

pointer to a MAC address and formats the packet data into
the string at offset 23 in the result string. Because the laslfietd
flag is TRUE, trailing spaces in the result string are trimmed
and the string is output by the formatter to a list box or
file (as directed by the code that invoked the formatter).
The next field is another field of type FORM-RESSTRING. It
is handled exactly like the first resource string field. The
last field is of type FORM-STRING. The formatter treats the
packeLlocation pointer as a pointer to a string. This is the
only field in the example whose min-max-default string
pointer is not NULL. The "20" is scanned from the string and
the formatter ensures that the string in the incoming packet
is 20 characters or less. If longer than 20 characters, the
string is truncated. The laslfield flag is TRUE so the second
result string is trimmed and sent to a list box or file. The
two result strings produce the two lines shown above.

When the user wants to change parameters on a bridge,
the formatter also takes strings that have been modified
through interaction with the user and parses them into
outbound packets. The rest of the user interface deals with
the network interface to send and receive packets, to inter-
act with Microsoft Windows objects such as list boxes, edit
fields, and pushbuttons, and to interface to the network
map and the HP OpenView C-tree data base.

To illustrate how the BridgeManager user interface in-
teracts with these three entities to implement a function,
consider the ldentity function. When the user wishes to read
identity information from a bridge, the user selects the
bridge from which to read in the network map and then
selects the ldentify menu item in the Monitor menu. When the
HP OpenView system detects that a bridge is selected, it
sends a message to the BridgeManager's message queue
indicating that the ldentify menu item was activated. The
BridgeManager responds to this message by calling Micro-
soft Windows to create and display the ldentify dialog box.

Each BridgeManager dialog box has an associated dialog
box function that handles messages for that type of dialog
box. When the ldentity dialog box is displayed, Microsoft
Windows sends an initialization message to the dialog box
function. When the ldentify dialog box function receives the
initialization message, it loads the selected bridge's text
label and MAC address into the window's Bridge Label and
Bridge Address fields shown in Fig. 4. To do this, the
BridgeManager uses HP OpenView function calls to get an
object identifier specifying which bridge was selected. The
BridgeManager then uses this identifier to look up the
bridge's label and MAC address by calling an HP OpenView
function. The dialog box function then retrieves an identify
packet from the selected bridge using the network interface.
When the packet is returned, the formatter formats the
information into the list box for the user to view.

Network Interface
The most important function of the BridgeManager's net-

work interface is to manage the communications exchange
between bridges and the management node. A management
node is the system from which a network manager uses
the BridgeManager application to monitor a network. A
large part of this functionality is devoted to the mainte-
nance of incoming packets.

Before beginning a discussion of internal packet manage-

/'in packet
TBUE, /. Lastfield in line

FORM_RESSTRING, /'String from srring rabte

(char')STBING_PRODUCT_NUMBER, /. lDofstr ing./
/-table string

FALSE, /. Not last field in line

/- No min/max intormation 'l

/t Field at beginning of line 'l

/'Stringfrompacket -/

/' Max length ol string is 20 - I
/'Position 23 in line '/

FORM-STRING,
"20,"

23.

(char.)packet.producl number, /- Data position in packet ./

TBUE /- Lastfield in line

I i

Consider how this table is used to interpret an identify
packet. The first field is of type FOBM-RESSTRING. Knowing
the field is a resource string, the formatter interprets the
packellocation pointer not as a pointer into a packet, but as
a constant identifying which string is to be loaded from a
Microsoft Windows resource string table. This string is
loaded at offset 0 in the result string. Because the last_field
flag is FALSE, the formatter realizes that the resulting string
is not yet complete. The next field is of type FORM-ADDRESS.
The formatter interprets the packeLlocation pointer as a
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ment, it is helpful to understand the architecture and gen-

eral operation of the BridgeManager network communica-
tion process. As shown in Fig. 3, the BridgeManager net-
work interface resides in several layers of code. HP Of-
ficeShare is HP's network transport software. The transport
interface compatibility layer (TICL) in the HP OfficeShare
software provides access to the network hardware via inter-
rupts. The datagram interface running on top of the HP
OfficeShare software limits access to TICL as a protection

mechanism. To send a packet across the network, the
BridgeManager network interface makes a call to the data-
gram interface, which filters down to a hardware transmis-
sion request. When the network hardware receives a packet,
it interrupts TICL. TICL then interrupts the upper layers
of software until the packet reaches the destination appli-
cation, which in this case is the BridgeManager.

Recall from the discussion of the user interface that the
Microsoft Windows memory manager dynamically swaps
code and data segments. Interrupts from the network
hardware would fail if the network interface code and data
segments were allowed to move dynamically in memory.
Therefore, the network interface is implemented as a static
Microsoft Windows library that is separate from the user
interface. The user interface must poll the network interface
to receive any packets that may have anived asynchro-
nously. When the network interface receives a poll request

and has a packet available for the user interface, it copies
the packet from its buffer structure into the pointer pro-
vided by the user interface. The network interface then
frees the packet buffer to accept another packet.

Two types of packets are received at the BridgeManager
network interface: a response to a previously posted request
packet (hereafter known as a response packet) or an event
notification packet. Event notification packets arrive asyn-
chronously. They are sent when the bridge detects a change
in the network state that might be of concern to the user.
Event notification and response packets coexist in the net-
work interface buffer structure. Therefore, an array is used
to maintain four maximum-size IEEE 802.3 packets. Two
of the array elements are used for response packets and
the remainder for event notifications. The following is a
code fragment containing the packet buffer declaration.

Fig. 4. BridgeManager ldentify

dialog box
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struct {
intcommand-id;

int buffer-state;

char packeLbutfer

[  1 5 1 8  ]
) receive-buffers[4];

/-TICLidentifierol receive 'l

/'command oosted to this buffer 'l

/* Per butfer f lag which can take on "/

/- values WAITING, EVENT, or
RESPONSE 'I

/'Receivepacket buffer 'l

/' Allocate four receive buffer 'l

/' structures (allowing applications'/
/' lo buffer uo to four back-to-back '/

/'packets)

The network interface uses the bufter-state and command-id

elements to control the packet buffer structure. The com-

mand-id element is returned from TICL and is used in the

event that the receive request must be canceled. The butfer-

state element is used to determine whether a buffer is wait-

ing to receive a packet and also to maintain the balance of

buffer use between event notification and response packets.

It is critical that the incoming packet buffers not be filled

with only response packets or only event notification pack-

ets. If the network interface packet buffers were filled with

response packets, event notification packets would be

locked out of the management node, thus crippling the

management feedback system. On the other hand, if the

packet buffers were filled with event notification packets,

the user would not receive responses to management com-

mands issued on the network. To avoid this problem, the

interrupt service routine responsible for validating and ac-

cepting incoming packets is designed to monitor the state

of the packet buffer with every packet arrival. Currently,

two packets of either response or eveilt notification type

are allowed to coexist in the buffer structure. If two packets

of the same type exist in the buffer and a third arrives, it

will be thrown out to maintain the buffer balance.

A major design goal of the BridgeManager was that it

coexist with other management nodes and be a well-be-

haved application with respect to CPU and memory use.

The network interface library resides in static nonswappa-

ble memory. Therefore, a major design goal was to keep

the library as small as possible. The code size was not a

problem, but the data structures, specifically the packet

buffer, were our maior concern. During development, we

determined that two buffers per packet type were more

than sufficient to ensure that the network interface did not

become a a performance bottleneck. However, if this con-

dition changes in the future, the number of buffers for each

type of packet is easily altered. A recompilation is required

to implement the change.

Conclusion
Bridges are important network components that segment

local area networks into logical subnets, filter traffic be-
tween subnets and the network segments, and add reliabil-
ity to the network through redundant paths. Since a bridge
observes network traffic during operation, adding manage-
ment to bridges provides valuable network information to
the user.
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HP OpenView Data Line Monitor
Monitoring large and complex network configurations is
crucialto maintaining the integrity and performance of data
communication lines.The HP openview Data Line Monitor
is a hardware and software solution for monitoring these
data communication lines.

by Michael S. Hurst

gether. For wide area networks these links often consist of
point-to-point leased analog lines and it is problems with
these lines that are the most common cause of trouble in
data communications. Network managers and datacom
managers in places such as corporate data centers are there_
fore increasingly concerned with the performance and in-
tegrity of their data communication lines.

Point-to-point leased lines connect data equipment in
separate locations. Normally four-wire lines with two cir-
cuit pairs are used, one line for each direction of transmis_
sion, Modems interface the data equipment to these lines.
Imperfections that cause data errors on analog lines fall
roughly into two groups: steady-state impairments (e.g.,
noise or amplitude modulation) and transient impairments
[e.g., impulses or signal dropouts). In addition, telephone
companies may condition lines to meet the attenuation
distortion (frequency response) and delay distortion (en-
velope or group delayl characteristics required by modern
high-speed modems.

The HP OpenView Data Line Monitor (OVDLM) is an
analog leased-line monitoring system for multivendor net_
works, based on the IIP 494SA in-service transmission im-
pairment measuring set (ITIMS).I The Hp 4S4sA permits
the testing of lines while they are still in use. Conventional
testing of analog lines requires the lines to be taken out of
service while test signals, such as test tones, are applied.
Altematively, modem-based line monitoring and manage-
ment systems are available from manufacturers of datacom
equipment. However, these systems are usually proprietary
and may require specialized and expensive smart modems.
The HP 4948A works with ordinary modems in the range
of 2.4 to 14.4 kbits/s that are compatible with AT&T or
CCITT standards. HP OpenView Data Line Monitor is com_
patible with the other HP OpenView network management
applications and can run concurrently with them.

The HP OpenView Data Line Monitor software controls
a single HP 49484 and one or more Hp }ZZTA channel
selector access switches to monitor or troubleshoot analog
datacom circuits at one location. Each Hp g777A switch
can access up to 30 four-wire circuits and can be cascaded
to achieve the required access capacity to a maximum of
31 switches. The functionality of OVDLM is provided en_

tirely by the software running in the Hp OpenView work_
station. Unlike some of the other Hp OpenView applica_
tions, OVDLM is not split into two parts, with onJ part
running on a remote computer. Instead, the ITIMS and
switches are controlled directly from the Hp OpenView
workstation via the HP-IB IIEEE 488, IEC 625). The Hp_IB
has the advantage that its high speed enables the ITIMS
and up to 13 access switches to be controlled from just one
interface card in the tIP Vectra pC. (Because of the electrical
limit of 15 devices on one HP-IB, two interface cards are
required for up to 27 switches, and three for the maximum
of 31 switches). In many installations it is possible that the
HP OpenView workstation might be situated at some dis_
tance from the communications rack where the ITIMS and
switches are located. The distance limit of 20 meters with

at different sites, a pair of W 372O1AHp_IB extenders can
extend the IIP-IB to unlimited distances over ordinary tele_

fJS. t. ,a gpical equipment configuration for using the Hp
Openview Data Line Monitor (only one access switclh, tne Hp
3777A channel selector,is shown).
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phone lines, albeit with a loss in performance. Fig. 1 shows

atypical equipment configuration with one access switch.
For routine alarm monitoring, OVDLM can be set to test

all lines automatically in sequence' For troubleshooting, a

single line can be selected and monitored continuously.
This is particularly powerful for trapping intermittent
faults. A description of all lines to be monitored is stored
in the HP OpenView Windows data base, including details
of the modem type and transmission performance limits'
When OVDLM detects a problem with a particular line,
the color of that line is changed to red and a message is

displayed in the HP OpenView alarm window. OVDLM

can report line performance in two ways. First, routine

day-to-day monitoring typically uses an alarm-only mode,

which indicates when any of the key analog parameters

for each line go outside their predefined limits. Secondly,
when data is required for line performance benchmarks or

trend analysis, OVDLM is able to store the maximum,
minimum, and average values of all line characteristics
during a selected measurement period. The results for each

line are stored in a common log file which can be viewed

Fig. 2. Screen used to entet ttans'
mission limits

at any time.
Like all HP OpenView applications, OVftLM is divided

into three programs: OVAdmin, OVDraw, and OVRun. The arti-
cle on page 60 describes these programs.

OVDLM andovAdmln
In oVAdmin the user (a network or datacom manager) can

define sets of transmission and conditioning limits. Trans-
mission limits include specifications such as the minimum
and maximum signal level, minimum signal-to-noise ratio,
maximum number of dropouts allowed in a 1S-minute in-
terval, and so on. Conditioning limits define attenuation
distortion and delay distortion masks. Typically these sets
of limit values are based on AT&T or CCITT specifications
for analog leased lines. Each set of limits is given a name,
which is then used to specify the limits for a particular
line. Many lines can thus share common sets of limits. The
sets of limits are stored in a special OVDLM data file rather
than the HP OpenView Windows database' Where the data
is stored is not apparent to the user. Fig. 2 shows the screen
used to enter the transmission limits and Fig. 3 shows the

Fig. 3. Screen used to enter con-
ditioning limits
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screen used to enter the conditioning limits. The data

shown entered in Fig. 3 is the attenuation and group delay

mask from CCITT recommendation M.1020 for interna-

tional leased analog circuits.

OVDLM and ovDraw
In HP OpenView Windows, lines drawn on the network

map can be managed in the same way as computer or com-

ponent icons. OVDLM registers with HP OpenView Win-

dows to manage these lines. In OVDraw the user draws the

datacom lines on the network map, describes their details,

and enters configuration information about the ITIMS and

switches. Lines are described in exactly the same way as

computer or component icons are described in other HP

OpenView applications, that is, the user selects the Describe

menu item from the Edit menu, moves the pencil cursor

over the line and clicks the mouse button. This brings up

the line Describe dialog box. OVDLM extends the default

line description of HP OpenView Windows to include de-

tails of the line impedance, the modem type, and the names

of the line transmission and conditioning limits (as set up

in OVAdmin). Fig. 4 shows a sample network map with a

Fig.4. The Describe dialgg box is
used to describe datacom line
characteristics The pencil is used
to se/ecl the desired line

Iine Describe dialog box. Note that the modem type is set
to AUTO. When this line is monitored in OVRun, the ITIMS
will automatically search for the correct modem type by
examining the live line signal.

A difference between lines and most other managed ob-
jects is that lines are passive because they need separate
tools (the instruments) to do the management. The ITIMS
and switches therefore have to be described in OVDraw. To
accomplish this an Instruments menu was added to the OVDraw
menu bar containing the Data Line Monitor menu item. Select-
ing this menu item will bring up an ITIMS Instruments dialog
box on which the HP-IB interface select code and the ad-

dress of the ITIMS and first-level switch can be entered
(see Fig. 5). From this dialog box a Connect Line dialog box

can be accessed for connecting lines to the ports of the

first-level switch. A Connect Switch dialog box can also be
selected for connecting a second level of switches to the
first-level switch. Subsequently lines can be connected to
the second-level switches.

OVDLM and ovgun
The OVRun part of OVDLM controls the program's

Fig. 5. Instruments dralog box used
to describe the HP-IB interface
codes and the various connec-
tions between the line and switch
boxes
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monitoring activities. The user sets up global monitoring
parameters and starts and stops the monitoring via a Control
dialog box accessed through a data line monitor menu item
on the Control menu. The Set Parameters menu, which is a
default menu item supplied by HP OpenView Windows, is
not used for this function because it requires a network
line name to be selected first. Entering a line name was
found not to be intuitive for setting the global monitoring
state because the global status information is not associated
with any particular network line.

The Control dialog box allows the monitoring state to be
set to line scan mode or single-line mode, along with the
required results and a test interval. The name of a disk file
to hold the results can also be entered. Fig. 6 shows a Control
dialog box with the Line Scan menu item selected, Alarms
Only results, and a 1S-minute test interval selected. The
Results Type and Test Interval controls are greyed (dimmed)
because they can only be altered when monitoring is
paused.

In line scan mode OVDLM will monitor each line in turn
for a duration set by the test interval (5, 15, 30 or 60 min-

Fig. 6. Control dialog box with Line
Scan menu ltern se/ected, Atarms
Onfy resu/ls, and ls-minute test
intervals

utes). For example, if there are 30 4-wire circuits and a
five-minute test interval is selected, a complete scan of all
the circuits will take about six hours (assuming both the
transmit and receive circuit pairs of each line are to be
tested and allowing a minute per test for ITIMS training).
If alarms-only results are selected, a summary of the impair-
ment violations is written to the results log file at the end
of the test interval (C:\o\AGREECE in Fig. 6). If conditioning
is selected as well as alarms only, the attenuation and delay
results will be checked against the conditioning limits (see
Fig. 3) and a pass/fail result will be written to the log file.
If detail results are selected, the maximum, minimum, and
average values of the steady-state line impairments, along
with the number of transient events, are recorded at the
end of the test interval. If conditioning and detail results
are selected together, the complete attenuation and delay
data is recorded as well.

In single-line mode OVDLM will continuously test only
one line that has been selected on the network map. The
Results Type selection works similarly to Iine scan mode,
except that in Alarms Only, each individual violation is re-

Fig. 7. An example of a
line window
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corded in the log file. This is useful for tracking down

intermittents on a particular circuit.
Once started, monitoring runs in the background even

if all the OVDLM dialog boxes have been closed and the

user is working in another HP OpenView Windows appli-
cation. Thus the user is not normally aware of the monitor-
ing process. However, during HP-IB inpuVoutput, the Vec-
tra can appear busy for a few seconds, especially when
reading back the line conditioning data from the ITIMS.
This is because asynchronous HP-IB input/output is not
supported in the Microsoft Windows environment. To in-
form the user when HP-IB input/output is in progress,

OVDLM changes the cursor icon to an HP-IB busy icon
consisting of an hourglass and an HP-IB logo. At the end
of the test interval the color of the line on the network map
is changed to green if the measured performance is within
limits and to red if it is outside one or more limits. In the
latter case an alarm message is sent to the HP OpenView
Windows alarm window.

During monitoring the user can choose to view either
real-time results for the line currently being tested or his-
torical results for a line taken from the log file. These results
are accessed through Current Line and Line History menu items
on the Diagnose menu.

Selecting the Current Line menu item will display a current
line window and a line conditioning window. The current
line window shows the steady-state and transient results
and is refreshed from the ITIMS every twenty seconds. Any
results that are outside the limits for the line are shown in
red. The conditioning window displays a graph of attenu-
ation versus frequency or delay versus frequency, using
the ITIMS data-spectrum results and the conditioning mask
Iimits for the line. This window is only refreshed every
minute, the period with which the ITIMS remeasures the
data spectrum. Fig. 7 shows an example of a current line
window. Here the impulse noise and retrains counts are
above limit and hence shown in red. As a result, the line
on the map is also turned red. Fig. 8 shows a sample Iine
conditioning window. Note that the delay graph moves
outside of the mask below about 1000 Hz.

The Line History menu item allows browsing through the

Fig. 8. An example of a line con-
ditioning window. The data for the
upperlimit mask comes from the
delay upper column in Fig 3 and
the lower-limit mask comes from
the delay lower column in Fig 3

OVDLM log files for historical results of a particular line.
Filters are available to select the types of results required.
For example, there are filters that can be used to narrow
the selection to alarms results or details results for a particu-
lar transmit or receive pair.

Using Log Data
It is important for datacom managers to track the long-

term performance of their lines. The OVDLM log files are
in ordinary ASCII text and organized so that they can be
easily read by other application programs. For example,
the data can be imported into a spreadsheet program, such
as Microsoft Excel, and trend analysis done on the detail
results for each line. This trend analysis allows lines with
deteriorating performance to be spotted before they become
critical. Demonstration Excel macros to do this are supplied
with the OVDLM software.
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Network Management for the HP 3000
Datacom and Terminal Controller
The HP OpenView DTC Manager software rs responsible
for controlling, monitoring, and diagnosing the DTCs on a
local area network. lts functions can be exercised either
f rom a localworkstation on the LAN orfrom an HP Fesponse
Center or other remote workstation.

by Serge Y. Amar and Michele A. Prieur

NEW GENERATIONOFHP 3000 COMPUTERS was
born in 1986. The distinctive features of this gener-
ation are HP Precision Architecture,t the MPE XL

operating system,2 and the input/output structure.3
One of the peculiarities of the input/output structure is

the way terminals and printers are connected to a hnst HP
3000 computer. They are connected through a controller
(originally called the distributed terminal controller or
DTC), which is connected to a local area network. Origi-
nally, because the DTC code and configuration file were
too big to fit in nonvolatile memory, the host was in charge
of downloading them to the DTC at power-up. The host
was also responsible for building the DTC configuration
fi le and for managing the DTC (reset, upload, self-test, etc.).

For the first release of the MPE XL software, the LAN
was used more as an I/O bus than as a network, in the sense
that a terminal plugged into a DTC could establish a con-
nection to one and only one host computer even if the LAN
was shared by more than one host. Moreover, some impor-
tant features were missing, such as wide area network ac-
cess  [X .25J .

With the release of the MPE XL 2.0 operating system in
October 1989, major new functionalities are implemented

in the DTC: X.25 access, PAD (packet assembler/disassem-
bler) support, terminal I/O switched connections, back-to-
back connections, and others. Al l  of these services can be
shared by multiple MPE XL systems connected to the LAN.
In keeping with i ts expanded capabil i t ies, the DTC has
been renamed the dotocom ond terminol control ler.

The DTC now offers LAN-accessible shared services. and
is no longer tied to one host system. With the back-to-back
feature, it can even work without any hosts on the LAN.
For these reasons, a new way had to be found to manage
the DTC and its services. This is the function of the HP
OpenView DTC Manager workstation.

The HP OpenView DTC Manager
The HP OpenView DTC Manager is the network manage-

ment software for the new services of the DTC. It is respon-
sible for controlling, monitoring, and diagnosing the DTC.

The HP Openview DTC Manager software runs on an HP
Vectra ES/12 personal computer with a VGA display, a
40-megabyte hard disk, an HP LAN access card, and a 2M-
byte expansion board. It runs under the Microsoft Windows
environment and the HP OpenView Windows umbrella. It
implements a graphical user interface, allowing the user
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Fig. 1. Mosf HP OpenView DTC
Manager functions begin with the
display of the DTC rear panel,
which shows the types of cards
and devices that are plugged into
the DTC DfC stands for datacom
and terminal controller
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to trigger management functions on the local area network

DTC components.
The contributions of the FIP OpenView DTC Manager

include:
r The use of HP OpenView Windows to allow the user to

"touch" the network.

a Easy access to the DTC components through a graphic,

logical view of the DTC rear panel.

r Remote access to all of the DTC management functions
through a modem connection using the same graphic

user interface.

I The ability to add a support tool at any time without
modifing the HP OpenView DTC Manager code.
HP OpenView Windows is a network shell that mainly

displays and manages graphic maps of networks. At initiali-
zation, it spawns the applications that have an entry in the
OpenViewApps section of the WlN.lNl file (see article, page 6O).
It provides services such as map object management, menu
and menu items addition, alarms, single-key data base ac-
cess, and others.

Almost all of the HP OpenView DTC Manager's func-
tions, triggered by the user from the HP OpenView network
map, begin with the display of the DTC rear panel, which

allows the user to see at a glance the types of cards and
devices that are plugged into the DTC (Fig. 1). Using the
mouse, the user can easily select the part of the DTC on
which to execute the management function. The selectable
components are: the CPU board, a card (X.25, direct connect
card, modem connect card), a terminal, or a printer. Each
of these is represented by a specific icon.

AII features of the HP OpenView DTC Manager can be
accessed remotely through a 1200-baud or 2400-baud
modem. The user interface is completely separate from the
input/output functions so that it can be run in a remote PC
without the need to pass graphic data through the serial
modem link. This structure was chosen to optimize the
exchange of information in the case of remote access----only
relevant binary data is transferred. A major problem of such
a structure is that it is not possible to take advantage of
some Microsoft Windows features. For example, a list box
can contain more information than can be transfened all
at once over the serial link to load the list box. Therefore,
the HP OpenView DTC Manager handles the scroll bars of
list boxes to navigate through the lists, and only list data
to be displayed is transferred.

Hooks have been implemented in the HP OpenView DTC
Manager so that a DTC support tool can be added at initiali-
zation time, using the DtcManagerApp section in the WlN.lNl
file. For example, if a dump formatter were implemented
following the guidelines, it would be able to take full advan-
tage of the remote access capability of the HP OpenView
DTC Manager.

Software Structure
The HP OpenView DTC Manager consists of four Micro-

soft Windows components (Fig. 2):
r PCMPRMP. This module is responsible for interfacing

with the HP OfficeShare driver and implementing the
two management protocols MP and RMP.4'5

r DTCMGRIO. This module is responsible for maintaining
the data base associated with DTC management and for
translating requests coming from the user interface to

requests that can be understood by the PCMPRMP mod-
ule. It is also responsible for deciding whether a down-
load request coming from a DTC must be serviced or
rejected.

r DTCMGRUI. This module is responsible for handling
the user interface-for example, interpreting requests
coming from the user, requesting additional information
whenneeded, and displayingthe results of therequests.

r RLS/CA. This module has two parts. RL Switch is respon-
sible for managing the local and remote modes and for
switching messages between DTCMGRIO and DTCMGRUI
either on the same PC or through a serial modem link.
Data is never exchanged directly between DTCMGRUI
and DTCMGRIO. CA stands for connect application. It
is responsible for the logon and logoff process in both
local and remote modes.
Two of these modules, DTCMGRUI and RLS/CA, are HP

OpenView Windows applications. An HP OpenView Win-
dows application is, first of all, a Microsoft Windows appli-
cation, that is, it has a WinMain, which performs initialization
and implements the GetMessage/DispatchMessage loop. How-
ever, during the initialization process, it must call some
HP OpenView intrinsics, and it does not create its own
main window. The application's main window is created
by HP OpenView Windows and acts as a communication
window between HP OpenView Windows and the applica-
tion. The application must provide the window procedure
for this communication window.

Because an HP OpenView Windows application has no

Fig.2. The HP OpenView DTC Manager conslsts of four Mi-
crosoft Windows components: PCMPRMP (ptotocol control-
ler), DTCMGRIO (data base manager and translator),
DTCMGRUI (user interface), and RLSICA (communication
and logon).

IEEE 802.3 LAN
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main window of its own, it has no menu bars. Instead, it
requests HP OpenView Windows to add menu items to the
main HP OpenView Windows menu bar. An HP OpenView
application has to provide for the processing of all the
menu items it has registered, and for the processing of some
HP OpenView general messages.

User Interface Structure
The structure of the user interface module (DTCMGRUD

is highly modular (see Fig. 3). It is based on the property
of Microsoft Windows that once created, a window is an
independent entity able to receive and process its own
messages transparently to the process that has created it.

DTCMGRUI consists of a main window and a series of
child windows. The main window is the communication
window created by HP OpenView Windows during initiali-
zation of the application. It is an invisible window and it
is mainly dedicated to receiving messages coming from HP

OpenView Windows. When the user selects a function
managed by the application, HP OpenView Windows sends
a message to the communication window.

The window procedure of the communication window
is just a dispatcher that creates child windows of the re-
quested class. These are invisible child windows, shown
as level 1 windows in Fig. 3. Once it has created the right
level 1 child window, the communication window proce-
dure sends it a trigger. Then, it no longer worries about
the requested function since it will be processed by the
created child window. The communication window sim-
ply waits for the Done message sent back by the child win-
dow, and then destroys the child window, since this means
that the requested function is completed. Every child win-
dow is a function of a certain type. For example, there are
child windows of type Configure, Set Parameters, Upload DTC,
and so on.

Level 1 child windows are only created and destroyed
by the main level. Although a child window could destroy
itself, for consistency this is never done in DTCMGRUL
The main level is always aware of what is active below it.

In a similar manner, level 1 child windows can create
invisible level 2 child windows, which are independent
entities for independent subfunctions. Level 1 child win-
dows can also create visible level 2 child windows, which
are dialog boxes. Dialog boxes can also be created by invis-
ible level 2 child windows.

One of the main differences between an invisible child
window and a dialog box is that an invisible child window
is destroyed by its parent, whereas a dialog box destroys
itself. Moreover, an invisible child window, when it has
completed its function, sends a predefined message to its
parent. A dialog box child window, when it is created,
receives as a parameter the message it must send back to
its parent once it has completed its function. Dialog boxes
do not have predefined completion messages.

Each of the child windows, either invisible or visible, is
able to communicate with DTCMGRIO through the RL
Switch module without the help of the communication
window by giving its own handle in any DTCMGRIO re-
quest.

Remote Access Structure
One of the objectives for the HP OpenView DTC Manager

was remote access to network management applications.
Two PCs with modems running the HP OpenView DTC
Manager can communicate and the same DTC management
capability is available at both (Fig.  ). For example, from
an HP Response Center PC, an HP engineer can manage a
customer's DTCs. In fact, only the user interface (DTCMGRUI)
and RL Switch run on the Response Center PC. Commands
are sent to the DTCMGRIO module of the customer's PC

Main Level
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through the serial link.
This functionality is implemented in RL Switch, which

is able to switch from local to remote mode and to send

orders and replies between DTCMGRUI and DTCMGRIO

either locally within the same PC or remotely over the

modem line (Fig. 5).
The user is able to log on locally or remotely using the

connect application, CA. At initialization, this module

adds four menu items to the control menu of HP OpenView

Windows : Logon, Logoff , Remote Connect, and Remote Disconnect.

When Logon is activated, Remote Connect and Remote Discon-

nect become inactive. When Remote Connect is activated, both

Logon and Logoff are inactive. Finally, when the user is

neither locally logged on nor remotely connected, both

Logon and Remote Connect are enabled.
When a user at the Response Center PC chooses the Re-

mote Connect menu item, the DTCMGRUI module in the

Response Center PC receives the following sequence of

messages:

RLPREPAREFORCONNECT with Param :

RESPONSE_CENTER_PC

RLLOGONSTATUS

On the first message, DTCMGRUI just stores the fact that

it is no longer in local mode but not yet in remote mode.

On the second message, DTCMGRUI stores the fact that

remote mode is now active. All HP OpenView DTC Man-

ager menu items are enabled and the inactivity timer is

started.
'Ihe DTCMGRUI module located in the customer PC re-

ceives only the message RLPREPABEFORCONNECTwiTh param
: CUSTOMER-PC. This message is ignored.

Thereafter, except for some very rare cases, whether the

HP OpenView DTC Manager is working in remote or local

mode is absolutely transparent to DTCMGRUI' There are

only two exceptions. First, the display of the Function In

Progress dialog box depends on the mode for some requests

to DTCMGRIO. Second, inthe dialogboxes of type OpenView

DTC Manager List, when the items are read one after another

and the HP OpenView DTC Manager is in local mode, the

items are displayed only when the list box is full to avoid

Response Center PC

Modem Connection

Response
Center

LAN

Customer LAN

Fig.4. The HP OpenView DTC manager allows remote ac-
cess to alt DTC functions For example, from a PC in the HP
Response Center an HP support engineer can access a cus-
tomer's DTCs

fiickering effects. In remote mode they are displayed im-

mediately.
A remote connection is closed if (1) the Response Center

engineer completes the job and activates the Remole Discon-

nect function, (2) the customer requests that the connection

be aborted, or [3) the connection between the two modems

breaks. In case (1), DTCMGRUI receives RLLOGOFFREQUEST
from RL Switch, ANd thEN RLREMOTECONNECTCLOSED. ITT

cases (2) and (3), DTCMGRUIreceives only RLREMOTECON-

NECTCLOSED. On RLLOGOFFREQUEST, DTCMGRUI is free

to accept or reject the logoff. If no function is active, the

logoff is accepted. If any function is active, the logoff is

rejected and the remote disconnect procedure is inter-

rupted. On RL-REMOTECONNECTCLOSED, any active func-

tion is aborted and DTCMGRUI assumes that its new status

is local and logged off.
Figs. 6, 7, and B show the sequence of messages ex-

changed between CA, RL Switch, and DTCMGRUI in the

cases of a remote logon, a remote logoff, and a customer-

Local Mode Remote Mode

Response Center PC Customer PG

Fig. 5. Ihe RLSwitch module has
the ability to switch between local
and remote modes and routemes-
sages accordingly
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Conneci Reply
-

RL_PREPAREFORCONNECT

(RESPONSE CENTER_PC)

RL_LOGINSTATUS

Fig. 6. Messages exchanged for a remote logon

forced abort or a modem line failure.

Dialog Boxes
Microsoft Windows provides two types of dialog boxes:

modal and modeless. Modal dialog boxes do not al low the
application (here DTCMGRUI) to do any processing except
for handling the dialog box, while modeless dialog boxes
allow the application to process both the dialog box and
other application windows concurrently.

In compliance with the HP OpenView App.licotion Style

Guide, all dialog boxes in DTCMGRUI are modeless dialog

boxes. Modeless dialog boxes consume less stack space

than modal boxes. They behave as standard child windows

and are more bug-free than modal boxes. However, the HP

OpenView DTC Manager often needs modal behavior. For

example, when a dialog box is displayed, the user is not

allowed to do anything except enter information in the

box. To meet this need, modal behavior is simulated by
creating a modeless dialog box and disabling the window
that has created it.

The modeless dialog boxes inside DTCMGRUI can be
classified into three categories: classical, HP OpenView
DTC Manager lists, and backplane.

The classical dialog boxes are normal Microsoft Win-
dows dialog boxes. They implement list boxes, radio and
check buttons, edit  f ields, and so on. Al l  of these controls
are handled by Microsoft Windows after the dialog box is
created and initialized. Most of the dialog boxes fall into
this category.

HP OpenView DTC Manager lists are dialog boxes that
contain list boxes handled by DTCMRGUI instead of Micro-
soft Windows. These list boxes are initialized with 13 items
and are always reset and reinitialized with 13 items
maximum. The scroll bar on the right side of the list box
is not part of it, but is a scroll bar control handled by the

dialog box as an independent scroll bar. The items in these
lists are not stored in memory by DTCMGRUI but are re-
quested one by one from DTCMGRIO through RL Switch.
Every time the user wants to add, delete, or modify an item
or scroll up or down the list, the whole list is reset and
orders are sent to DTCMGRIO to reread the displayed part

item by item (Fig. 9). This mechanism is used because each
record in the list may be quite long and lists may have
many records, so the amount of memory required to load
all the items at once in memory and to have Microsoft
Windows handle the list would be too large. Moreover, in

remote mode, if the amount of information requested at
one time is too large, the time between the start of a function
and the function's actually becoming active would be too
long. With this principle, in remote mode, each item is

displayed as soon as it arrives, so it seems to be faster, and
in any event, a maximum of 13 items will be transferred
even i f  the l ist is 512 i tems long.

Support Tool Integration
Support engineers sometimes need to run special appli-

Response Center PC

CA RL Switch DTCMGRUI

Customer PC

CA BL Switch DTCMGRUI

Forced Abort

Connect ionl ls  broken

Response Center PC

CA RL Switch DTCMGRUI

Connect Bequest

Response Cente. PC

CA RL Switch DTCMGRUI

Logoft Request

RL_LOGOFFREO

BL_LOGOFF

(RLOKToLogOt{)

Connection

Customer PG

BL Switch DTCMGRUI

(cusToMER PC)

Customer PC

RL Switch DTCMGRUI

BL_REMOTECONNECTCLOSED RLFEMOTECONNECTCLOSED

RLREMOTECONNECTCLOSED RLREMOTECONNECTCLOSED

Logoff

Fig. 8. Messag es exchanged for a customerJorced abort or
a modem line failure

Logotf
-

Logoff

Fig. 7. Messages exchanged for a remote logoff
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cations-for example, a light formatter for the dump files
coming from the DTC. These applications must be inte-
grated into the HP OpenView DTC Manager, even though
they were not defined at the time the HP OpenView DTC
Manager code was written. To accommodate this need,
hooks were implemented in DTCMGRUI and DTCMGRIO
so that these applications can be added dlmamically and
integrated into the HP OpenView DTC Manager.

Except for some special procedures during initialization
and shutdown, a DTC Manager application is a normal
Microsoft Windows application that doesn't need to deal
with HP OpenView Windows. Like the DTC Manager, DTC
Manager applications are structured in two parts, one for
the user interface and one for everything dealing with the
files and the DTC (the second part is referred to here as
the VO part of the application). This allows them to be
used in remote mode as well.

The structure of the solution is shown in Fig' 10. The
DTC Manager application is accessed through a menu in
the Tools subsection of the HP OpenView main menu. The
Tools menu and its submenus are added by DTCMGRUI
during the initialization phase when the DtcManagerApp sec-
tion is found in the WlN.lNl file.

When the DTC Manager tool (or application) needs to be
used, the user selects the application from the Tools menu'
DTCMGRUI receives the request from HP OpenView Win-
dows and sends a message to DTCMGRIO requesting it to
spawn the I/O part of the application. AII HP OpenView
DTC Manager menu items are grayed. DTCMGRIO spawns
the VO part of the application, passes the RL Switch win-
dow handle to it, and replies to DTCMGRUI that the spawn-
ing was successful. With the reply, it sends the handle of
the I/O part of the application.

DTCMGRUI spawns the user interface part of the appli-
cation and passes to it the handle of the I/O part of the
application and the handle of RL Switch. The modules of
the application can now exchange messages directly
through RL Switch using the RLSENDDATA message.

When the application is no longer needed, the user
selects a close function in the user interface part of the
application, which notifies DTCMGRUI that it wants to
quit. It does not quit yet. DTCMGRUI sends a request to
DTCMGRIO to kill the VO part of the application.
DTCMGRIO kills the I/O part of the application and notifies

DTCMGRUI. DTCMGRUI then kills the user interface part

of the application and reenables the HP OpenView DTC
Manager menu items.

The advantages of this solution are:
r The DTC Manager application modules are Microsoft

Windows modules, not HP OpenView Windows mod-

ules. The DTC Manager application menu item will ap-
pear only if the WlN.lNl file contains a DtcManagerApp sec-
tion.

r The DTC Manager application code is loaded only when
needed, so no memory is allocated to it while the HP

OpenView DTC Manager is processing a management
function.

r The DTC Manager applications don't have to deal with
HP OpenView Windows, so they are independent of HP

OpenView Windows and HP OpenView DTC Manager
releases.
The DtcManagerApp section of the WlN.lNt file has the fol-

lowing syntax:

lDtcManagerAppl
Appt :  Appli l  ,  APPUI.EXE, APPIO.EXE

where Appl is the name of the DTC Manager application,
Applil is the name of the menu item to be added to the Tools

menu, and APPUI.EXE and RPPlo,exE are the names of the

application's EXE modules. It is mandatory for these files

to be in the subdirectory EXE of the DTC Manager data

base. During the initialization process, DTCMGRUI looks

in the WlN.lNl file for the DtcManagerApp section. If it exists,

the Tools menu is added to the HP OpenView menu bar.

For each valid entry in this section, DTCMGRUI adds the

Get Element x Read Element x

Display
Element x

Fig. 9. HP OpenView DTC Man-
ager /lsts are dialog boxes that
contain list boxes that are man-
aged by DTCMGRUI instead of
Microsoft Windows The items in
the list are requested one by one
from DTCMGRIO (through RL
Switch),
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corresponding menu item in the Tools menu.

HP OpenView DTC Manager Data Base
The HP OpenView DTC Manager does not use the file

access facility provided by HP OpenView Windows for
three reasons. First of all, the file access facility provides
single-key indexed file access and the HP OpenView DTC
Manager would have needed mult ikey access. Second, the
configuration data for a DTC can be very large and retrieving
it  via HP OpenView f i le access would have drastical ly
slowed the init ial izat ion of a remote access i f  the user
chooses to transfer the HP OpenView network topology map.
Final ly, not using HP OpenView f i le access means that the
DTCMGRIO and PCMPRMP modules can be Microsoft
Windows applications and not HP OpenView Windows
applications, so that even i f  HP OpenView Windows is
inactive, they are always active and ready to receive DTC
events and service DTC download and upload requests.
This allows the user to free memory by closing HP Open-
View Windows to run another Microsoft Windows applica-
tion while the PC continues to serve DTC-triggered manage-
ment functions.

The HP OpenView DTC Manager data base takes advan-
tage of the MS-DOS@ directory hierarchical structure and
stores data within a tree of subdirectories of the DTCMGR
directory. The DTCMGR directory with its subdirectory tree
is created at installation time in the directory specified by
the user; the default is the root directory. The user may
not specify more than one level of directory-for example,
C:\MYDIR. In this case the data base will be installed in
C:\MYDIB\DTCMGR.

The following list illustrates a typical HP OpenView DTC
Manager data base containing a DTC named DTCNAME on
the HP OpenView map, loaded with two serial interface
cards in slots 0 and 1, one X.25 card in slot 4, and slots 2,
3, and 5 empty. The DTC code and configuration have been
downloaded and X.25 protocol has been started on the
X.25 card but the PAD support protocol has not. In this
list, lowercase is used for files and uppercase for direc-
tories:

Openview DTC Manager In i t ia l izat ion
and

Shutdown

Exchanged

Data  Phase

In i t ia l izat ion
and

Shutdown

Fig. 10. lntegration of applications such as suppo rt tools into
the HP OpenView DTC Manager
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...\DTCMGR\mao802
\acclist
\copyhdr
\DTCNAME DTC\SCONFggtobal

\globhdr
\backplan
tSLOTO\Iioconf
\SLOT1\tiocon{
\sLoT4\t123

\switinfo
\stsinout
\oadinsec
\padacc
\padswit

\DTCNAM E DTC\gDWLDg\gtobal
\globhdr
Vcackplan
\SLOT0\tiocont
\SLOT1\tiocont
\sloT4\t123

\switinfo
\stsinout

\DEFAULncpu.def
\term def
\printer.def
Most.del
\globhdr.def
\acclist.def
\DC\struct.det
\MODEM\struct.def
\)(25\l123.def

\stsswit.def
\stsinout def
\padswit.del
\padacc def
\padinsec.del

\COPY
\MONITOR
\UPLOAD
\CODE
\EXE

The file map8o2 contains one entry per configured DTC
containing: the DTC name (e.g., DTCNAME), the DTC's cur-
rent LAN IIEEE 802.3) addrcss, the downloaded LAN ad-
dress, and the DTC's LAN node name. I t  is updated and
used by the DTCMGRIO module. Each time a DTC is
created, its HP OpenView map name is written in this file
with the two LAN addresses equal to 0. When the user
saves a configuration, DTCMGRIO gets the LAN address
contained in the DTC CPU configuration and puts it in the
current LAN address in the map802 file. When the DTC
requests a download, DTCMGRIO copies the current LAN
address into the downloaded LAN address.

The file acclist is the security list file, which is down-
Ioaded to all the configured DTCs.

The DTCNAME.DTC subdirectories contain the DTC config-
uration data. They describe a DTC and consist of up to
three subdirectories: $CONF$, $CONF$ TP, and $DWLD$.

The gCONFg subdirectory contains the DTC off-line con-



figuration files. This configuration will be downloaded into

the DTC on the next download operation. The contents of

this directory and its associated subdirectories are modified

when the user selects the Configure menu item. The $CONF$
subdirectory consists of three files and several subdirec-

tories, one for each configured card of the DTC. The file

backplan stores the information needed to display the back-

plane of a DTC. It contains 56 bytes:
I Byte 0: DTC Type. This is for future use, if we need to

distinguish between multiple types of DTC.
r Byte 1: Verify Flag. Indicates whether the configuration

associated with this backplane has been verified.
I Six records of I bytes each, one record per card. Record

0 is for card 0, and so on. Each record contains the card

type (empty, direct connect, modem connect, or X'25),

and the port types (lerminal, printer, or host) for ports

0 t o 7 .
The file global contains the configuration of the CPU board
(node name, IP address, logging classes, user prompt, wel-

come message). The file globhdr contains the LAN address

of the DTC.
Each configured card has a SLoTx subdirectory, where x

is the card number ffrom 0 to 5). The files contained in

each SLoTx subdirectory completely describe the card. The

number of files and their contents depend on the card type.

If the card is an B-port direct connect card, its SLoTx sub-

directory contains the file tioconf, which stores the config-

urations of ports O to 7. If it is a 6-port modem connect

card, its SLoTx subdirectory contains the file tioconf, which

stores the configurations of ports 0 to 5 and two dummy

configuration blocks. If the card is an X.25 card, its SLOTx

subdirectory contains six files:
r 1123 stores level 1, level2, and level 3 configuration data

and the permanent virtual circuit list used by X.25.
r switinfo is a list that stores the host resolution table (sys-

tem-to-system switching information) used by X.25.
I stsinout is a list that stores the LUG table (system-to-system

local user group) used by X.25.
I padinsec is a list that stores the PAD security table (PAD

incoming security) used by PAD support.
r padacc is a list that stores the PAD device table (PAD

access) used by PAD support.
I padswit is a list that stores the PAD switching table (DTC

PAD switching information) used by PAD support.

The gcONFg TP subdirectory contains the temporary con-
figuration files. This directory is used for temporary storage

of the modifications when the user is in the off-line config-

uration function. The $CONF$.TP subdirectory is created by

DTCMGRIO when the user starts modifying a DTC config-

uration. It has the same structure as the $CONF$ subdirec-

tory.
The gDWLDg subdirectory contains the downloaded con-

figuration files. This is the image of the DTC configuration

data. This set of files is updated during dynamic configura-

tion functions. The $DWLD$ subdirectory is created by

DTCMGRIO when the user creates a new DTC. Upon suc-

cessful completion of a download operation DTCMGRIO

will copy files from the $CONF$ directory into the $DWLD$
directory, which keeps an exact image of the configuration
data downloaded to the DTC. When dynamic changes are

done using the Set Parameters menu item, only the data con-

tained in this directory is updated unless the user requests

that the modifications be copied to the off-line configura-
tion as well.

The COPY subdirectory is created by DTCMGRIO when

the user selects the COPY function fin the configuration

menul for the first time. Thereafter, it is never removed,

allowing the user to make several copies of the same item

using the PASTE function. The file ..TDTCMGR\copyhdr con-

tains the type of item copied. The type can be DTC (the

entire DTC configuration), Slc-Dc (direct connect card), Stc-

Modem (modem connect card), SSIC (X.25 configuration),

Term (terminal configuration), Printer, or Host. This file is

checked when the PASTE function is executed, since the

COPY action and the PASTE action mustbe consistent. Then,

according to the type of item, the subdirectory COPY is

filled with all or part of a $CoNF$ subdirectory.
The DEFAULT subdirectory contains all the default values

for the configuration of a DTC. It has three subdirectories-

Dc, MODEM, and x2s----and six default files, which contain

the default configurations of each type of card in the DTC.

The DC and MODEM subdirectories both have a file called

struct.def (9 bytes), which contains the default structure for

each card type and port type. The X25 subdirectory contains

the default files to be used for an X.25 card.

The UPLOAD subdirectory receives the files containing

upload data. These files are named depending on what

kind of upload data they contain. DTCNAME and ttOSTNAtrle

are the names used by the user on the HP OpenView map'

The MONITOR subdirectory contains event logging files

and trace files.
The CoDE subdirectory contains the code files to be

downloaded to the DTC.
The EXE subdirectory contains all the executable files of

the HP OpenView DTC Manager and some support tools.

Memory Organization
The PC memory organization was one of the most dif-

ficult challenges of this project. The goal was to have the

HP OpenView DTC Manager run on an HP Vectra ESl1.2

personal computer equipped with a zM-byte additional

memory board (the HP 459444 Vectra ES expanded mem-

ory card6).
Microsoft Windows can run in two different modes: Iarge

frame or small frame. In small frame mode, the memory

area from C8000 to EFFFF is used to map expanded mem-

ory. The data segments of Windows applications, Windows

libraries, and applications' dynamic libraries are loaded

into conventional memory, that is, below 640K. This op-

timizes the use of expanded memory, but it uses a large

amount of the shareable memory and minimizes the paral-

lelism of applications.
In large frame mode, Microsoft Windows sets what is

called a bank line, specifying how much space will be used

in the 256K-to-640K slot for expanded memory mapping.

Once this line is chosen, everything below the line (from

0 to the line) is considered shareable memory (called non-

bankable memory, below-the-line memory, or global mem-

ory). Everything above the line (from the line to 640K) is

used for page banking (called bankable memory or above-

the-line memory). In this model the applications' data seg-

ments and dynamic libraries and the Windows libraries
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are banked, meaning that they are loaded in expanded
memory.

The advantage of running in large frame mode is that it
frees a lot of the conventional memory, thereby increasing
the parallelism of applications. The disadvantage is that it
uses a lot of expanded memory because Microsoft Windows
duplicates some Windows library segments in every bank
and the smallest application will take no less than 112K
bytes of expanded memory. Moreover, when an application
needs more pages, Microsoft Windows will allocate pages
to this application until it reaches the maximum number
of pages that can be banked simultaneously. Thereafter,
Microsoft Windows is not able to free these pages for other
applications.

Code and resources (dialog box descriptions, text, etc.)
are always banked in expanded memory whatever the
mode.

The HP OpenView DTC Manager needs Microsoft Win-
dows to start in large frame mode, because in small frame
mode it runs out of global memory. Depending on the mem-
ory setting of the PC, Microsoft Windows/286 2.1 decides
at start time in which mode it is going to run. Some of the
criteria are:
I The amount of conventional memory left when Microsoft

Windows is started. This depends on how many drivers
are present and whether HTMEM is in use (the HTMEM driver
saves 64K bytes of conventional memory).

r The version of the expansion memory driver available.
This should be EMS 4.0 to be in large frame mode.

r The type of expansion board used. It should support
EMS 4:0 to be in large frame mode.

I The amount of expanded memory available.
I Whether backfilling is in use. It should be in use to be

in large frame mode. Backfilling is the ability to replace
the upper 256 or 512K bytes of the CPU memory by an
equivalent amount onthe expansion memoryboard. This
is mandatory to enable windows to set the bank line
(also called the EMS line) below 640K bytes. In this
situation, the memory from 0 to the EMS line is con-
sidered to be shared, and the memory from the EMS line

0

40000

EMS Line 7C000

On the CPU Board

On the Expanded Memory
Board (babkfilling feature)

8 pages of expanded memory

4 pages ot
expanded memory

5 pages of
expanded memory

Fig. 11. HP Vectra ES personal computer memory map for
the HP Openview DTC Manager
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to 640K is used to bank expanded memory.
Taking all these parameters into account, the memory

organization shown in Fig. 1L allows the HP OpenView
DTC Manager to run correctly.

Summary
A new generation of HP 3000 computers needed a new

generation of network management. The Hp OpenView
DTC Manager provides easy-to-use graphical interfaces, al-
lowing the user to have comprehensive knowledge of the
network and its components.

The important new shared services provided by the DTC
also needed a management station that was independent
of the host. The HP OpenView DTC Manager workstation
provides this. However, a host may continue to manage a
DTC when it is not necessary to share its services.
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Developing a Distributed Network
Management Application Using HP
OpenView Windows
lJsing concepfs from the HP OpenView architecture and
the f acilities provided by HP Openview Windows, network
management services and distributed applications were
developed for user feedback and validation of the
architecture.

by Atul R. Garg and Lisa M. Cole

HE HP OPENVIEW NETWORK SERVICES MONITOR
(OVAfS Monitor) provides network management
functions for distributed HP 3000 computers. OVAIS

Monitor is divided into two parts: the main application

and the user interface. The main application resides on an

HP 3000 computer that is designated as a management

node and the user interface resides on an HP Vectra per-

sonal computer. The main application performs network

management functions via the software residing on the HP

HP Vectra Computer

3000 computers designated as managed nodes. OV/NS
Monitor is for internal use only and is not available as a
product.

This article describes the approach used to develop the
OVAIS Monitor network management application using
some of the concepts from the HP OpenView architecture
and the facilities provided by the HP OpenView Windows
software. Many of the ideas and concepts used in develop-
ing this application are being incorporated in the develop-

Managed Node

Managed Node

Fig. 1. The main components of
the HP OpenView Network Ser-
vrces Monitor (OVINS Monitor)
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ment of other integrated and distributed network manage-
ment products.

System Overview
A typical network consists of many nodes or computer

systems. One (or more) of the nodes in the network is
designated as the management node, and the other nodes
in the network are referred to as managed nodes. The set
of managed nodes can be connected to the networkmanage-
ment node by a LAN, a set of point-to-point l inks, an X.25
link, or a gateway. Fig. 1 shows this configuration and some
of the major OV/I.JS Monitor modules.
HP OpenView NS Monitor/Vectra (OV/NSIWVectra). This
portion of the OV/NS Monitor runs on the HP Vectra per-
sonal computer and uses the HP OpenView Windows utili-
ties to interact with the user and IPC software to communi-
cate with the portion of the OV/NS Monitor running on
the HP 3000. OV/NSM/Vectra's function is to provide the
user interface.
HP OpenView NS Monitor/3000 (OV/NSIW3K). This por-
tion of the OV,rl.lS Monitor runs on the HP 3000 computer
that is designated as a management node. This portion of
the OVAIS Monitor interfaces with OV/ITISM/Vectra to ser-
vice user requests, and it interacts with a module called
the network control manager to retrieve network informa-
tion from the managed nodes.
HP OpenView NS Monitor/IPC (OV/NSIWPC). This soft-
ware provides transparent interprocess communication be-
tween OV/NSMA/ectra and OV/NSM/3K. The IPC mecha-
nism uses HP OfficeShare on the Vectra, and NetIPCl on
the HP 3000 to provide reliable communication between
the HP Vectra personal computer and the HP 3000.
HP OpenView Windows. HP OpenView Windows runs on
the Vectra and provides a set of utilities and functions to
display application menus and interact with the user. It
provides a common user interface for all network manage-
ment functions.
Network Control Manager (NCM). The network control
manager runs on the management node and handles com-
munication with the network control server on the man-
aged nodes.
Network Control Server. The network control server runs
on the managed nodes and performs functions on the man-
aged node in response to requests from the management
node.
HP OfficeShare. This application provides communication
services between HP Vectra personal computers and HP
3000 systems.

The architecture of the OV/NS Monitor permits multiple
management nodes to control overlapping areas of the net-
work-that is, two or more management nodes can receive
data from the same node. The design also permits several
Vectras to connect to the same management node and mul-
tiplex the communications in an orderly manner. Each Vec-
tra can connect to a management node via a LAN, a direct
connection, or a modem.

OV/NSMA/ectra requires a connection to the manage-
ment node. If the user tries to perform a function that re-
quires the use of the management node and the node is
not already connected, a logon dialog box is displayed and
the user is given an opportunity to connect to the manage-
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ment node. HP OpenView Windows does not provide any
security of its own and expects each application to imple-
ment the required level of protection. In OV/NSM/Vectra,
users are authenticated as they try to log on to the manage-
ment node. As part of authenticating a user, each user is
given a level of security clearance at the management node.
Three capability levels are recognized: reader, writer, or
super user. If a user does not have sufficient capability for
a particular menu item it is not selectable. This is done by
a Microsoft Windows concept called graying out (dimming)
the menu item.

The following sections describe the overall design of
OVAISM/3K and OVA.,ISM/Vectra in more detail and pro-
vide some insight into the operation of these applications.

HP OpenView NS Monitor/3000

To provide an extensible architecture that enables new
distributed management applications to integrate easily
with HP OpenView NS Monitor, a modular approach was
employed to design the OV/NSM/3K modules. For the high-
level design, HP Teamwork/SA was used to create data
flow diagrams and to validate the consistency of these dia-
grams. For low-level design, finite state machines were
used to design each individual module, and in some cases,
state tables were used to settle several design issues. Since
OV/NSM/3K is modular, a message-based interprocess
communication (IPC) mechanism was adopted because it
proved to be more flexible and easier to use than other
alternatives, such as procedural IPC. Pseudocode and text
specifications were also used to help promote and explain
the design and interfaces between the modules.

Operation of OV/NSM/3K
OVAISM/3K is started by running a stream job after the

network control manager and network control server soft-
ware have been successfully started. The stream job sets
up some file equations and logging options, and then starts
the Monitor process, which in turn starts other OVAJSM/3K
processes. Once initialization is done, a message is printed

on the operator console indicating success or failure of the
start-up process.

OV/NSM/3K is stopped by executing a UDC (user-defined
command) script. When this is done a HALT message is sent
from the Monitor process to all of its child processes. Each
process, after recciving the HALT message, is responsible
for cleaning up before exiting.

Before any messages can flow between the Vectra and
the management node, a connection must be established
between OV/NSMA/ectra and OVAISM/3K. A connection
is initiated when the user logs on to OV/NSMA/ectra. OV/
NSMA/ectra formats the logon request and sends it to OV/
NSM/3K. After validating the request, OV/NSM/3K sends
a confirmation logon back to OV/NSMA/ectra that indicates
the connection is established and more requests can be
sent from the Vectra to the management node.

When the user invokes a network management service
(e.g., Try Connection), the request is sent to OV/NSM/3K,
which tries to establish a connection with the network
control server on the targeted (managed) node. If the con-
nection is successfully established, the request is sent to



the network control server on the target node' After process-

ing the request, the target node will send back a response

which is forwarded to the user on the Vectra via OVA'{SM/

3K.
As shown in Fig. 2, OV/NSM/3K consists of f ive process-

es. The Monitor, Status, and Opt Logger processes are required

to be running at all times. The Diag and Config processes are

started when the user logs in and are terminated when the

user logs off.  AII of these processes use a message-based

IPC mechanism to communicate with each other'

Monitor Process
The Monitor process is the parent process of the other

processes in OV/NSM/3K. It is started by the stream job

described earlier. During initialization it starts the Status

and the Opt Logger processes. The Monitor's primary function

is to receive requests from any OV/NSMA/ectra trying to

establish a dialogue with the Config or Diag processes' After

verification of the user password, the Monitor process

spawns the Config or Diag processes and passes the informa-

tion to them so that they are able to communicate with

OV/NSM,A/ectra. Fig. 3 shows the data flows for setting up

a connection to a Config process. If there is a status or con-

figuration change made, the Monitor process will broadcast

the change to all the active Diag processes. Regardless of

the number of Vectras running OV/NSM,Nectra, there is

only one Monitor process running at all times.

ovtNsM/3K

Fig.2. The matn components of the HP OpenView Network
Servlces M onitor I 3000 ( OV I N S M I 3 K )

Status Process
The Status process has two principal tasks: maintaining

the state of each object that can be displayed on the network

topology map and acting as a centralized collector of remote

-Lrr"g"t. The Status process changes the state of an object

based on events received from local or remote nodes'

Anytime a node changes state, the Status process sends

a message to OVTNSM/Vectra (via the Monitor process) and

writes a message to the event log. The Status process also

conveys the state of all nodes to a Diag process on request.

The Status process's second task of acting as a centralized

collector of remote Iogging messages involves logging only

those messages that it considers critical enough to be of

interest. The Status process writes these messages to log

files, which are protected from being written to by any

other process. Some messages that are sent to these files

are generated by the Status process itself in response to

time-outs or other local events'

Opt Logger Process
The Opt Logger is the process that collects network perfor-

mance data. Its basic functions are to request the network

control server on a target node to start a data collection
run, stop a running data collection run, and collect the

data produced by a data collection run. A data collection

run is both the process of collecting network performance

data and the storing of that data in a Turbolmage data base.

Diag Process
The Diag process provides the diagnostic functions for

troubleshooting a specific network problem. The Diag pro-

cess is started by the Monitor process when a valid logon

o
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request is received from OVAtrSM/Vectra. If the Diag process
does not encounter an error, it will send a logon confirm
message to OVAJSM/Vectra, thus establishing a connection.
After this, all messages to or from OV/NSM/Vectra will go
through the Diag process.

There can be multiple instances of the Diag process run-
ning at one timHne per Vectra connection. Since the
Diag process is started by the Monitor process, it can also be
brought down by the Monitor process via the HALT message.
The Diag process can also terminate if it detects its connec-
tion with OVA.JSMA/ectra is broken or it receives an EX|T
message from OVA.ISM/Vectra when the user logs off.

Config Process
The Conlig process implements OV/NS Monitor configura-

tion functions that include user management and network
topology file management.

The Config process is started up by the Monitor process
when it receives a valid logon with a request to start the
Config process. Only one Config process can be active on the
management node at a time. The Config process can be shut
down in the same manner as the Diag process.

Interprocess Communication for OV/NSM/3K
All OVAISM/3K processes use a set of IPC library routines

to send and receive messages to and from each other, to
set up a timer that causes a process to be notified when
the timer expires, and to interface to NetIPC for communi-
cation between QV,AJSM/3K and OV/NSM/Vectra and the
communication ports on the HP 3000. The IPC library pro-
vides a uniform IPC interface and centralizes the IPC related
code. Collecting all the IPC in one place enables the under-
lying IPC mechanisms to be changed without affecting the
other processes and having the same IPC interface in all
modules made it possible to integrate the OVA.ISM/3K mod-
ules with little difficulty. The IPC library also minimizes
the processing overhead that takes place on the Vectra side
of OVAtrS Monitor. This objective is achieved by using a
fixed-size header in every message. Thus, the address of
where function dependent data begins in a message can be
easily determined by adding the fixed number of bytes
representing the size of the message header to the address
of the first byte of a message.

HP OpenView NS MonitoriVectra

The OV/NSM/Vectra software is an integral part of OVAtrS
Monitor, yet it is distinctly different from the OV/NSM/3K
portion of OV/NS Monitor in a few key respects. First,
OV/llSMA/ectra runs on a single-user personal computer
running MS-DOS@, Microsoft@ Windows, and HP Open-
View Windows. OV/NSM/3K operates and was developed
on a multiuser HP 3000 business computer running the
MPE V operating system. Second, OV/NSM/Vectra is the
user interface portion of the OVAIS Monitor, while the
OV/NSM/3K software is used to monitor and control the
nodes being managed by the user on the Vectra. Because
of these differences, distinct requirements were developed
for the OVAISMA/ectra software.

The basic strategy used to provide for extensibility and

Microsott and i4S-DOS are U S registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation
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changes resulting from user feedback was to modularize
the architecture based on the natural divisions present in
OV/NSM,rVectra applications. While doing this, the con-
straints imposed byboth Microsoft Windows and HP Open-
View Windows had to be accommodated.

OV/NSMA/ectra is required to handle two main inter-
faces: the user interface and the interface to HP 3000 soft-
ware. The interface between the Vectra software and the
HP 3000 software is message-based and the interface be-
tween OVA.JSMA/ectra and the user is arranged in terms
of dialog boxes. Thus, the basic design clusters the parts
for a particular activity into one module to create a specific
interface to the user. This includes the dialog box and its
associated resources, the dialog box procedure, and the
message interface to the HP 3000. This arrangement is
shown in Fig. 4. Modules are as independent as possible,
and each module assumes very Iittle of its environment.
Global state data is reduced to a minimum and, where
applicable, is manipulated by access procedures rather
than directly by the various modules.

To help meet the goal of timeliness, code reuse was em-
ployed and implemented in two ways: linkable libraries
and extensive use of code templates. Code that is commonly
used by many modules was put into linkable libraries to
reduce code space use. For modules that were similar in
structure but differed slightly in specifics, templates were
created. Dialog box procedures are the best examples of
this. All the OV/ITISM/Vectra dialog box procedures have
the same basic structure, differing only where required to
perform the unique task or service provided by that box.
This increased code size but leveraged large amounts of
design and coding effort.

Wherever possible, an attempt was made to exploit
the features provided by Microsoft Windows. For example,
Microsoft Windows provides natural and easy ways of
creating object classes called subclasses. OVAJSMA/ectra
used this feature extensively to leverage the amount of
original coding that needed to be done for the user interface.

HP Vectra Personal Computer

Fig.4. The design strategy for modularization in OVINSMI
Vectta for a particular user activity The dialog box, the dialog
box procedures, and the Vectralo-HP 3000 routines are com-
bined into one module

Module



OV/NSMA/ectra Structu re
Each of the OVATISMA/ectra applications consists of three

separate processes: OV/NSM/VectraRun, OV/NSMAr'ectraDraw, and

OV/NSMA/ectraAdmin. This set of processes, together with the

OVNSM/3K processes, provides the OVA"IS Monitor net-

work management facilities.
The division of functionality between the three processes

is based on the guidelines recommended in the HP Open-

View Windows Developer's Kit Writer's Style Guide. A

common application structure for developing the three pro-

cesses was created without regard for the functional differ-

ences between them. There are three areas of interaction

in this common application structure with which OVAISM/

Vectra is concerned: interacting with the user, interacting

with the management node, and interacting with the net-

work.

Interacting with Users
Interacting with the user requires OV/l'trSMA/ectra to in-

terface with both Microsoft Windows and HP OpenView
Windows, with the majority of the interaction taking place

directly with Microsoft Windows.

Microsoft Windows Interface. Most of the OV/l',lSMA/ectra

tasks are simple Microsoft Windows applications. They

use the intrinsics provided by the MicrosoftWindows 2-0

Softwore Developer's Kit, and the standard Microsoft Win-

dows obiects such as dialog boxes, menus, and icons.

The most common operation performed by OVAJSM/

Vectra is to solicit user input and display user output using

dialog boxes. The dialog box is used as a unit of modulari-

zation in OV/NSM/Vectra. That is, a dialog box, along with

its dialog box procedure, IPC routines, and printing

routines, forms a dialog box module. Each dialog box mod-

ule is responsible for handling the requests and responses

between the Vectra and the management node. It does this

using the services of the transaction manager module and

the IPC interface, which are described later. Fig. 5 shows

this structure.
Sometimes there was a need to modify the default be-

havior of Microsoft Windows as in the case of the pre-

defined window classes called controls. An example of a

control is a single-line edit field that allows an application

to display information to the user and receive input of any

type from the user. The properties of controls can be

changed by a process known as subclassing, which allows

the application to inherit the current set of properties as-

sociated with a control and modify those properties to

create a new type of control. An example of a subclassed

control is the password subclass, which is a single-line edit

control that allows the user to input only alphanumeric

characters, the first of which must be an alphabetic charac-

ter. This subclass does not echo the keyboard input to the

user.
OV/NSMA/ectra uses subclasses frequently. The benefits

of subclassing to OV/NSM/Vectra are twofold. First, OV/

NSMA/ectra adds syntax checking to all of its new controls'

Thus, syntax errors are detected as soon as an incorrect

character is entered rather than resorting to primitive,

forms-based methods of reporting errors. Second, the use

of subclasses allows OVAJSMA/ectra to add or remove func-

tionality without having to create new controls from

scratch, reducing the amount of time required for design,

coding, and testing of new code.

Some of the features of Microsoft Windows did present

large design and implementation problems during the de-

velopment of OVAISMA/ectra. One of these problems is

that Microsoft Windows provides no true communication

capabilities of its own, nor does it provide an interface to

any of the commonly accepted methods of communication

for personal computers (e.g., NetIPC or NeIBIOS). Integrat-

ing one of these communication mechanisms into a Micro-

soft Windows application proved to be quite a challenge

and is described in more detail in the section on interacting

with the network.

IIP OpenView Windows Interface. To operate in the HP

OpenView Windows environment with other applications'

there are certain standard Microsoft Windows functions

that applications ask HP OpenView Windows to pedorm

on their behalf, such as adding menus to the menu bar'

This gives HP OpenView Windows some measure of con-

trol to present a consistent look and feel to the HP Open-

View environment. Applications use the intrinsics pro-

vided by the HP OpenView Windows developer's kit to

access these normal Microsoft Windows features, as well

as some administrative tasks required to operate as an HP

OpenView Windows aPPlication.

HP OpenView Windows applications are unlike normal

Microsoft applications in some respects. One difference is

that the main window for an application (the window most

applications create when they come alive) is invisible. This

window has zero coordinates and is used for taking advan-

tage of the messaging facilities of Microsoft Windows. It is

known as a communicationwindow and is created bymak-

ing a call to HP OpenView Windows. The actual window

displayed on the screen with the map and menus is wholly

owned and operated by HP OpenView Windows' Since

Microsoft Windows associates a message queue with an

OV/NSM/VectraWorkstation Network ManagemenlNode

Fig. 5. Ihe modules involved in providing interaction with
the user and interaction with the network in the OVINSMI
Vectra software

User Request Formatted
into IPC Message
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application's main window and posts al l  messages destined
for an application to this queue, all messages resulting from
user interaction with the map and menu items are received
by HP OpenView Windows. HP OpenView Windows then
forwards messages that arrive in its queue to the appro-
priate appl icat ion's communication window for sub-
sequent processing.

Interacting with the Management Node
The bulk of the OV,/IJS Monitor resides on the HP 3000

management node. The OVA.JSMA/ectra applications estab-
l ish communication with the management node using TCP/
IP via the NetIPC interface. AII communications to and
from the management node are in one of the predefined
OV/NS Monitor message formats. The normal mode of op-
eration is request/response oriented, with all requests being
initiated from the OV/NSM,{/ectra side. These requests are
received and processed by OV/NSM/3K and the results are
formatted and returned to OV/NSM,{/ectra.

This appears to be straightforward. However, a funda-
mental design feature of OV/NSMA/ectra is that multiple
requests can be outstanding on the management node.
OViNSMA/ectra cannot, therefore, block on any individual
reply. A method of pair ing requests with responses and
associating these request/response pairs with their originat-
ing dialog boxes had to be developed. To complicate mat-
ters further, there are a few asynchronous event messages
that originate on the management node, such as the notifi-
cation of the shutdown of the OVAISM/3K software. These
asynchronous messages have no associated dialog box, but
need to be handled in as efficient a manner as any other
response. Satisfying these requirements placed some addi-
tional constraints on the design of the net'"vork interface.

Interacting with the Network
OV/NSMA/ectra handles the receipt and sending of pack-

ets across the network by encapsulating network packets
as Microsoft Windows messages to a dialog box procedure.
This interface is defined and supported by two modules:
the IPC library and the transaction manager shown in Fig. 5.

The IPC library is a thin layer of software that interacts
with the HP OfficeShare communications software. Hp
OfficeShare is divided into two layers: the transport layer
and the NeIIPC/RPM layer. The transport layer supports
either an HP Thinlan link or a serial link. Based on the
physical connection between the Vectra and the manage-
ment node, one of these transports must be loaded into
memory by the user before running Microsoft Windows.
Only one type of link can be loaded at a time, and it resides
in Vectra EMS memory.'zOV/NSMA,lectra assumes nothing
about the transport except that it expects it to be present.
Since the transport software is sitting outside of Microsoft
Windows, there has to be a way of requesting data to be
sent on the link. This is provided by a dynamic library
included in the NeIIPC/RPM development package. This
library provides a standard NetIPC interface for use with
Microsoft Windows-based applications. This is the only
communications interface OVAJSM,{/ectra deals with.

Like the NetIPC interface library used by OV/NSM/3K,
OV/NSM/Vectra's IPC library provides a set of procedures
for accessing the NetIPC interface. These access procedures
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hide the complexities of connection establishment, termi-
nation, and other network operation from the rest of the
application, thereby allowing them to make simple open,
close, read, and write cal ls to the network.

The transaction manager is responsible for creating and
destroying transactions associated with dialog boxes as
well as distributing packets from the network along with
a transaction identifier to the correct dialog box. Each
dialog box procedure requests a transaction from the trans-
action manager rvhen it has a request to send to the man-
agement node. The transaction manager associates this
transaction, identi f ied by a unique transaction identi f ier,
with the dialog box handle. The packet is then sent to the
management node. The response to this request is also
identi f ied by the transaction identi f ier. At some point the
response packet is retrieved from the network by the IPC
library module. It is given to the transaction manager mod-
ule, which then looks at the transaction identifier and posts
the message to the dialog box registered for this transaction.
The dialog box procedure then processes the message as
it  processes al l  Microsoft Windows messages, completely
unaware that the message actually came from the network.

Combining the Interfaces
When HP OpenView Windows is started from Microsoft

Windows, the user is actual ly executing one of the HP
OpenView Windows processes OVRun, OVDraw, or OVAdmin
(see art icle on page 60). These processes wil l  spawn al l
other Run, Draw, and Admin applications, respectively. For
the OV,4llS Monitor these include OV/NSM/VectraRun, OV/NSM/
VectraDraw, or OVTNSM/VectraAdmin. The list of applications
that are spawned is kept in the Microsoft Windows initiali-
zation f i le WIN lNl along with the location of the user's de-
fault map, the NewWave help files3 used by all HP Open-
View Windows applications, and the t ime and date local i-
zation information.

When actions performed by the user on the HP OpenView
Windows map are of interest to OViNSM/Vectra, HP Open-
View Windows forwards a message to OV/NSM/Vectra's
communication window. In the order received, these mes-
sages are appended to the queue and are processed, along
with any other Microsoft Windows messages posted di-
rectly to the queue.

Once the user's selection has been passed to OV/NSM/
Vectra, HP OpenView Windows fades into the background
and OV/NSM/Vectra makes calls directly to Microsoft Win-
dows to display dialog boxes, sol ici t  user input, and display
results. OV/NSM/Vectra requests are packaged into IPC
packets and sent to the management node. When the re-
sponses are returned from the management node, they are
received by the HP OfficeShare transport. When the net-
work polling mechanism in OV/NSM/Vectra discovers that
a packet has been received from OV/NSM/3K, it copies the
packet contents into its own data space. The transaction
manager then reads the packet header to locate the transac-
t ion identi f ier to determine which dialog box should re-
ceive the packet. Once it knows where to send it, the trans-
action manager encapsulates the packet into a Microsoft
Windows message and posts it to the dialog box that origi-
nated the request. Once this rressage is received by the
procedure associated with the dialog box, the message is



disassembled and its results are displayed in the dialog

box display area.
If the transaction manager discovers, after reading the

packet header, that the packet contains an asynchronous

message rather than a response to an earlier dialog box

request, the packet is encapsulated in a Microsoft Windows

message and passed to the OV/NSM Vectra asynchronous

message handler for further processing'

Conclusion
Developing the HP OpenView NS Monitor applications

helped to identify the common functions that are required

to provide a framework for the development of distributed

and integrated network management functions. We found

that it was essential to provide a common interprocess

communication facility between the user interface, the

management node, and the managed nodes' In addition,

validation of users and their access rights, handling of

events and status monitoring, and data storage and retrieval

must be designed and developed uniformly to support the

needs of all applications that are to be integrated.
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fore that, Kathy was a sys-
tems engineer at  HP Labs

I  She began her HP career

After designing and imple-
menting LAN hubs, PC LAN
cards,  and dr ivers,  Andrew
Fraley worked on the de-
sign and development of
the HP Br idgeManager 's
user interlace Andy jo ned
HP's Roseville Networks Di-
vrs ion as a design engineer
in 1 986, soon after earning

a BS degree (1986) in computer sc ience f  rom the
Massachusetts Inst t tuteof  Technology Born in Col-
umbus, Ohio,  he and his wi fe reside in Ci t rus
Heights,  Cal i fornia Andy enjoys soccer,  sk i ing,
tennrs,  and gui tar

71 - HP Openview Data Line Moniior::::::

Michael S. Hurst
Michael  Hurst  jo ined HP in
the Queensferry Telecom
Division in Scotland shortly
alter he received his
Bachelor ol Science de-
gree wi th honors (1978) in
computer science from
Edinburgh University in
Scotland lilike was the
project manager lor the HP

Openview data line monitor software In the oast.
he designed microprocessor hardware and
f irmware for the HP 3779tuB and HP 3776A18 pri.
mary multiplex test sets, and HP 1 000 apolication
soltware for the HP37100S remote access and test
system He is currently dlrecting new develop-
ments for the HP 371 00S system lMike is a member
of the ACM and the Brittsh Computer Society,
where he serves on the Edinburgh Branch Commit-
tee Born in Wi l tshi re,  England,  he resides In Edin-
burgh, Scotland, where he enjoys skiing and run-
ning One of Mrke's ambitions is to spend two
weeks skiing in Colorado

As the technical leader in
the development of the HP
OpenView Datacommuni-
calions and Terminal Con-
troller (DTC) manager,
Serge Amar was respon-
sible for its overall design
and implementation He is
now a project manager for
the Openview DTC man-

ager Before that, Serge was a foreign service em-
ployee with HP's lnformation Networks Division in
Cupertino, California He developed the DTC man-
agement module for the first release of MPE XL
Prior to joining HP in 1 983, he designed etectronic
credit cards for home banking for Honeywell Bull
Co Serge received his diploma in electronics
(1979) from Orsay University south of Paris Born
in Colomb-Bechar, Algeria, he now lives in Greno-
ble, France, with his wife and two children His pro-
fessional interests include personal computers and
network management, and his leisure time activi-
t ies inc lude ski ing and div ing

I

f
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Andrew S. Fraley

Catherine J. Smith

Tamra l. Perez Serge Y. Amar
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Michele A. Prieul
Michele Pr ieur helPed
develop lhe HP OPenView
Datacommunications and
Terminal Controller (DTC)

manager Join ing HP's
Grenoble Terminal  Div iston
in Grenoble,  France,  in
1 980, she worked as a de-
velopment engineer for  the
HP 2392A terminal and as

a technical  leader for  HP Advancel ink She is now

a project manager in the development ol network

management systems she recelved an engineer-

ing dip loma (1980) f rom the Ecole Sup6r ieure d

Electr ic i te Born in Lyon,  France'  lVichele and her

husband and chi ld now reside in Grenoble She en

ioys horseback rrding, reading' and sports

85= Network Management Application -

Lisa il. Cole
A graduate of Nilerrimack
Col lege in North Andover,
Maine, Lisa Cole earned a

BS degree (1983) in com-
puterscience After joining

HP in 1 987 as a design en-
gineer, she worked on the

Vectra portion oI the HP
OpenView NS Monitor, and

is now develoPing securitY

software for the communications portion of Open-

Vrew Previously, she worked on network manage-

mentwith Digital Equipment corporation, on com-

munications applications and SNA wlth Wang

Laboratories, Inc , and on compilers with Hon-

eywell Information Systems Lisas protessional

rnteresls includc network management and

standards-based communications A native of

Salem, Massachusetts, she llves In Scotts Valley

Cal i fornia She and her husband are expect ing

their  f i rs t  chi ld in June Lisa enjoys ski ing,  t ravel ,

and handicra{ts

A project manager lor the
HP OpenView distributed
network management ser-
v ices,  Atul  Garg has

worked in the area ol net-

work protocols and ar-
chitecture since he ioined
HP in 1981 He worked on
HP AdvanceNet and on

HP's design ot the internel

architecture and IEEE Slandard 802 3 He also

contributed to the development of the distributed

NS monitor applicatlons under Openview Atul

coaulhored an article on HP AdvanceNet in the HP

Journal  in October.  1986 and publ ished arother

article on LAN internet protocols for a l\4idcon con-

ference in 1982 He earned a bachelor's degree

(1979) in e lectrrcal  engineer ing t rom the Indlan ln-

stitute of Technology in Kanpur, India' and an MS

degree (1981) in e lectr ical  engine ing f rom the

University o{ Hawaii in Honolulu Bo in New Delhi'

India,  Atul  l ives in Santa Clara '  Cal i fornia,  wl th h is

wi fe and daughter His hobbies include badminton

and br idge

Atul R. Garg
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